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UNPRECEDENTED TIMES 

 

 

Humanity has seen so many crises over centuries and has always 
bounced back. The current pandemic is an unprecedented one and 
as the search for vaccine continues, we hope things will be normal 
in near term. This is a time for all of us to be patient, responsible and 
fight the crises together. 

The Alumni Day was conceived to bring together our alumni from all 
across the world over a day of fun and frolic. This year we decided 
to continue the tradition virtually to commemorate the power of the 
alumni network.  

The hallmark of this year has been the virtual quiz contest which 
received a phenomenal response. We are also covering a point of 
view on the New Education Policy which is the topic for panel 
discussion.  

While all other editions of Alumni Link are generally released in 
electronic format, the Alumni Day edition or the Bumper Edition is 
always issued  in printed hard-copy version to help our alumni touch 
it, smell it and feel it,this year, we decided to do it electronically 
given the current situation. 

In this edition, other than the literary works and painting, we have 
also included the tribute from Dr. Sankar Sen’s family members. We 
had done a special edition in March this year and felt that this is a 
befitting tribute to the great soul as we close another year. 

We are also covering the story of Anup which is a shining example 
of the indomitable BEing spirit and will act as an inspiration for many 
more in the future. 

Meanwhile, it may be noted that IIEST, Shibpur ranks 21st position 
among Engineering Institutes and 6th position among Architectural 
Institutes as per the NIRF Ranking 2020. 

We lost a few of our alumni this year. We offer our heartfelt 
condolences to the departed souls. 

We hope you will enjoy reading this Bumper Edition!! 

 

Editorial 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK

 
Anjana Ganguly Roy |  1977  ETC 

GAABESU has completed 15 years of her journey since its inception 
on June 10th 2005.  On behalf of the Executive Committee and the 
entire members of GAABESU, it is my pleasure to welcome all alumni 
members to the 7th Global Alumni Day on 27th December 2020 on a 
virtual platform. The Association exists, wholly and solely to help our 
current students, alumni and by extension, the Institute itself to 
succeed. 

GAABESU offers a network, social circle, a sustaining link to IIEST’s 
various programmes and faculty, a repository of resources, a source 
of intellectual inspiration.  Through regional associations and shared 
interest groups, we have opportunity to engage with 
alumni/alumnae and decision makers in different countries and 
regions around the world.  GAABESU’s motto is to “look globally” to 
develop strategy but “act locally” for its execution with a view to 
promote excellence.  

GAABESU intends to use collective passion, intellect and drive of 
alums of the Bengal Engineering College, and its successor 
institutions, to enhance the status of the Indian Institute of 
Engineering Science and Technology (IIEST), to elevate it to one of 
the premier institutions for technical education and research in 
India.  

IIEST Student welfare is one of the prime objectives of GAABESU and 
on the eve of this grand meet from this Alumni Day platform, I would 
like to give a call to our alumni community to please come forward 
in whatever way possible, join hands to work towards a glorious 
future of our Alma Mater. 

The Alumni of IIEST Shibpur (erstwhile BESU and B. E. College) 
spread across the globe have made their Institute and motherland 
proud through their contributions to the society and achievements 
in their professional career.  With the help and support of alumni, 
our Alma Mater has excelled in Infrastructure, in several fields of 
Research and Development in past and we would continue to do the 
same for our beloved Institute.  

Annual Global Alumni Day gives us an excellent opportunity to meet 
our fellow college mates, cherish old memories, exchange ideas for 
the betterment of our Alma Mater.  This year due to pandemic 
situation, we have to meet on virtual platform. Let us come together 
and engage ourselves in cherishing our eternal bond with our Alumni 
and Alma Mater. 

 

  

িৃতর উপলি  
 

 
Kanu Gopal Pilsima |  1987  ME 

এই কেলজ (িব.ই.কেলজ), তই আমােদর ভিলস না কনের। যখনই 
সময় পাস ত ু িন ডাক িদস। আমরা এখন আর ছা  নই। আর আেগর 
মেতা যখন-তখন শাসনও করেত পারিব না। আমােদর এখন অেনক 
পিরবতন। অবশ  তারও অেনক িব ব ঘেটেছ। িবে র দরবাের তার 
অেনক নাম ডাক, গিরমাবৃ । তার সে  দািয়ত্-কতব ও মবধমান। 

শ(৩০) বছর আেগ আমােদর স ক িছ । চার বছর ধের আমােদর 
অেনক লালন পালন কেরিছস। তা হেল আমরা যিদ ভেল যাই, তই কন 
পািরস না। তেব জািনস তার িশ া ও ভালবাসা িনেয় আমরা সকেলই 
অ িব র িত ত। অেনকটাই প  এবং িচ া বণ। আমােদর শরীের 
এখন ভা ন ধেরেছ, সমস া জজিরত কেরেছ। আেগর মত সই 
উ ীপনা হয়েতা আর নই। তবুও তই মেন করেল আমরা চেল আিস, 
দখা কির, শ কির, একট সেতজ হওয়ার চ া কির। িক  কন? 

আমােদরও কাজ আেছ, আমরাও ব । সমােজ ও কমে ে  অেনক 
দািয়  িনেত হয়। ঝঁুিকও আেছ। এর পেরও তই ডাকেল আমােদর সময় 
ন  কের ছেট আসেত হেব, ভােলাবাসেত হেব! আমরা তা ায় ভেলই 
গিছ, িক  তই কন পািরস না। জািন তার যৗবন ভাে  না। তই 

িচরসবুজ। কত ানিপপাসুেদর অিভভাবক। তার সই কথা েলা 
এখনও আমােদর মেন গাথঁা। তেব বা ব অেনকটাই অন রকম। 
িমিলেয় িনেত ব  বগ পেত হেয়েছ। সাবধান কেরিছিল। তেব বয়স 
মােন িন। হয়েতা এটাই হয়, হেয় থােক। মেন পেড়, সকাল সে  তই 
আমােদর পােশ পােশ থাকিতস। পড়ােশানা ভয় পতাম, তবুও সাবলীল 
িশখতাম। সব সামেলও িনতাম। অেনক ব ু  িছল। অভয় িছল। দু িমও 
করেতা, তেব তার বকা খেল আবার আেগর মেতা শা  হেতা, বুঝেত 
পারেতা, আবার মাও চাইেতা। তার এই পিরবাের এেক অপেরর স ী 
থাকেতা; দুঃেখর িদেন সাহােয র হাত বািড়েয় িদেতা, আশা জাগােতা। 
অভাব আমােদর িচরকালই িছল ােন, কেম, উৎসােহ ও 
পিরকাঠােমায়। তই তার ছায়ায় তােদরেক মুেছ িদেয়, কখনও সে  
িনেয়, আমােদরেক এিগেয় িনেয়িছস। তাই আমরা বড়, একট ভ , 
সহ নীয়। িক  এটা তা সকল আিভভাবেকর কাজ। এটাইেতা 
পর রা। আমােদরও হয়েতা তাই করেত হেব। আমরা আজ 
অেনকটাই পিরণত। তাই আমােদর আর মেন করেত হেব না। আমরাও 
ধীের ধীের তােক ভেল যাওয়ার চ া করিছ এবং ভলিছও। তেব কন 
তই পারিছস না। জািন তার গৗরেব গৗরবাি ত হেলও আজ আমরা খুব 
একটা ভােলা নই। অসততা, অসিহ ু তা আমােদর িত পদে েপ। 
তাই তই ভেল গেলও আবার আমরা ছে  আসেবা, নতন কের আরও 
ভােলা হবার চ া করেবা। 
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A KALEIDOSCOPIC PERSONALITY, 
A GREAT LEADER AND AN 

EXCELLENT HUMAN ENGINEER 
 

Amitabha Datta |  1970  EE 

 

Picture: Professor Sankar Sen 

On the 15th April 2019 I wrote and posted a write up on Dr Sankar 
Sen, our professor of Electrical Engineering in the Face Book page 
“BE College”. At that time who could imagine that our Sir would 
leave us less than a year thereafter, on the 8th February, 2020? 

Dr Sen was a phenomenon, and therefore, after his departure, as a 
natural process, there was flood of memoirs shared/posted in the FB 
page “Dr Sen – in remembrance” by his daughters, a grandchild, 
other relatives, children of his colleagues in the BE College, students 
et alia. Reading those posts shall make you feel like looking into a 
kaleidoscope, for each of these memoirs depicts our Sir in a different 
hue; shows that the personality of Dr Sankar Sen was not 
monochromatic at all. 

In this humble obituary I have tried to make a “collage” by collating 
some of those memoirs, and adding a few submissions of mine. 

Sir and the Kids 

“Their home A- 38 Professors’ Quarters was a true 
wonderland for me. The doors were always open which 
made me wonder how did they ever lock them, even if they 
wanted to. And once you enter, every nook and corner was 
full of my most favourite things in the world – books and 
magazines!! Literature side by side with current affairs. 
Anandamela alongwith barely comprehensible SPAN. Tintin 
alongwith Mahabharat, Russian kiddie stories with 
Thakumar Jhuli.” 

[as posted by Udayan Chakraborty] 

The above post further adds that Sir used to go to the extent of 
cooking up a kids’ little magazine – complete with poems, stories, 
serials and even advertisements. 

May be Sir also sang bedtime lullabies for his grandkids. 

Diverse interests of Dr Sankar Sen 

He had an avid interest in music, theatre, poetry and sports. He also 
played cricket as a left arm pace bowler; played in the Teacher-vs.-
Students cricket matches at BE College.  

He also loved going for picnics, steamer parties, participating in 
stage acting and so many other good things of life. 

Sir learnt to crochet and cross-stich from his daughters. Once he 
cross-stitched a massive, blazing, maroon Chinese dragon on a 
brown fabric that adorns the wall of the home of his daughter, 
Anuradha. Some other time  he crocheted a shawl for the wedding 
of someone he loved (Rumy Sen). 

 Sir’s range of interests included cooking (িডেমর ডালনা-as somebody 
has posted). 

Dr Sankar Sen – an epitome of impeccable integrity 
and simplicity  

Once, when he was a Minister, Sir went to Bataitola to attend the 
wedding of one of his students. He travelled both ways by bus. 
When some other student enquired from him about his official car – 
Dr Sankar Sen replied that attending a wedding was not a part of his 
official duty and an official vehicle can be used only for official duties.  

Even after he resigned from the ministerial position, different 
departments of the Government used to seek his advice on technical 
matters. For one such assignments Sir had to go to the IT 
Department which sent an official vehicle for his to and fro 
transportation. On the way Dr Sen used the car to go to his doctor 
for a medical check-up. Afterwards he sent the fare for that part of 
the journey (as estimated by him). The concerned officer of the 
department was at his wit’s end as to how to accept that money and 
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how to take it in the books of the government. When he raised the 
issue with his minster; he was told “িনেতই হেব।এই টাকা ফরত িনেত 
স ারেক বলার সাহস নই।“ 

All these show not only the level of Sir’s honesty and integrity but 
also his simple life style. Either he did not buy a car or even if he 
owned one; he was not using it. In my long government service life, 
I have worked with more than one minister but I have not seen such 
standards of honesty and simplicity.   

Sir and gender equality 

These days we hear a lot about International Women’s Day, gender 
equality/sustainability; gender based budgeting including the 
government’s rules to support women entrepreneurs. Dr Sankar 
Sen, in his own way, had shown his respect, feelings and empathy 
for women. Excerpts from the post of Debesh Das; 

“ মেয়েদর িত দা ণ স ম দিখেয় গেছন িচরকাল।ম ী থাকাকালীনও তারঁ সােথ 
দখা করেত আসা ব র সােথ কানও মিহলা এেল সােথ,সােথ উেঠ 

দাড়ঁােতন।একবার কানও এক জায়গায় খুব সাধারণ মিহলারা তােঁক একটা  
কেরন; মিহলা িবধবা হেল তার মাছ মাংস খাওয়া বারণ িক  পু ষ িবপ ীক হেলেতা 
স সব খায়; এটা কন চলেব?স ােরর তখন কেয়ক বছর হেলা ী মারা গেছন, েন 

িফরেত িফরেত তারঁ মেন হেলা এেদেশর মেয়েদর ভীষণ ব না করা হে ।বািড় 
িফের মাছ-মাংস খাওয়া ব  কের িদেলন। 

জীবেন ীর অবদােনর কথা সা াের বলেতন।একবার একটা াগােম স ােরর 
যাওয়ার কথা হ েলা িক  িকছেতই কন যেত চাইেছননা বুঝেত 
পারিছলামনা।পের বলেলন ঐিদন ওঁেদর িববাহ বািষকী, ওিদন িতিন একা থাকেবন, 

কাথাও যােবন না।তারঁ ী তখন ১০-১২ বছর মারা গেছন।“ 
“Every night, after dinner, he would sit in front of his wife’s 
photo and talk to her about his day, his thoughts.” 

(from the post of Jaya Goswami) 

The Pragmatic Professor with a Long-Term Vision 

While writing an obituary message on Asim Ganguly (my classmate 
from EE) who was brutally assassinated by his political opponents in 
1970, Sir had emphasized on the importance of ancillarisation, Micro, 
Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSME), and Indigenous 
developments for the economic growth of the country and for 
creation of jobs for engineers within the country. 

After almost 40 years the government made the MSME 
Development Act, National Manufacturing Policy, ‘Make in India’ 
Policy etc. Salient features of all these acts and policies are the same 
as the views of Dr Sankar Sen expressed in 1970. 

Mind of this legendary professor of Electrical Engineering used to 
transcend beyond the limits of Rotating Magnetic Field or Winding 
Diagrams of Electrical Machines. I have only one word to express my 
feeling here “Amazing”. 

He was a person extraordinaire  

Why? For a plethora of reasons. A few of those are; 

 He declined the offer of joining the DVC and chose to 
become a senior research fellow with a remuneration that 
was half of what DVC had offered.  

 After taking his PhD from the Imperial College, London he 
could have pursued a career of teaching in a foreign 
college/university or joining some big name industrial 
research lab. These would have given him (and later 
member of his family) more comfortable life in Europe or 
USA. But Sir was not after a lucrative career. His priority 
was to serve the country and he came back to India and 
worked here throughout his life. 

 For the love of his alma mater, BE College; he did not accept 
the invitation of the Director, IIT/KGP to join that institute. 

 After the murder of Asim Ganguly in 1970 by his political 
opponents, Dr Sen, in his condolence message, mourned 
Asim’s death openly and clearly acknowledged Asim was 
his favourite student. Given the explosive situation 
prevailing those days, it was very bold of Dr Sankar Sen to 
do that. Prof Gopal Sen, the then VC of the JU would be 
murdered on 30.12.1970 within the campus, reportedly by 
the activists of the same political group that had 
assassinated Asim. 

 In 1978 when the BE College campus was inundated due to 
incessant rains; water entered into the main electrical sub-
station and power supply to the whole campus was 
completely disrupted. Sir took charge of the situation and 
under the cover of an umbrella and with the assistance of 
two electricians worked for a very long time and restored 
the electric supply, taking great personal risks in the 
process. 

 After leaving his ministerial position, Dr Sankar Sen used to 
provide technical guidance/consultancies to various 
organizations, all pro bono publico. Sir could have made 
lots of money from such assignments but he did not do that 
and in our country teachers and professors are not rich 
people. 

Thus spake Dr Sankar Sen 

 
 “It is better to believe in human beings and get hurt 

if betrayed than to not believe them at all.” 
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(This would remind one of the following lines of Lord Tennyson, 

“Tis better to have loved and lost than never to have loved 
at all”) 

 “To be happy in life, always focus on the Rainbow, 
NEVER on the Rain” 

 “In the learning process, there is a bridge between 
the teacher and the learner, a Bridge of Love, 
through which knowledge passes bothways” 

Many years ago, during my days as a probationary officer, in the 
training program at the Mussoorie Academy, we were taught about 
attributes of ‘Leadership’. Important among those are the following: 

 Leaders create their own destinies 
 Leaders understand the ultimate power of relationship 
 Leaders do not fall prey to their own success 
 Leaders give respect 
 Leaders give everyone a cause 
 Leaders learn 
 Leaders love rainbows, for totally pragmatic reasons 

Throughout his life what our revered and beloved Guru did, said and 
taught establish that he was a leader par excellence. 

Dr Sankar Sen was not only an eminent, great and illustrious 
Electrical Engineer but also a quintessential Human Engineer. 

The Electrical Machines Lab at BE College occupies almost the entire 
ground floor of the department building. As you enter the lab, on 
the left hand side you will find a very large test bench where a very 
difficult and time consuming experiment – parallel running of 
Synchronous Generators – is done. Usually Dr Sen was not a regular 
visitor to this lab but to the best of my recollection he used to visit 
the lab when any group was to do this particular experiment to 
make sure the circuit connections have been done correctly. Not 
only the test bench was costly but also there were safety hazards for 
the students (surely, Sir used to be more concerned about the 
latter). 

Here is the pic of that test bench. Dr Sankar Sen will not step in this 
lab ever again. In this context Sir (who was known to love poetries 
and songs of Rabindranath)might quote/sing 

“যখন পড়েবনা মার পােয়র িচ  এই বােট, 

আিম বাইেবানা মার খয়াতরী এই ঘােট। 

চিকেয় দেবা বচা কনা, িম টেয় দবেগা, 

িম টেয় দেবা লনা দনা, 

ব  হেব আনােগানা এই হােট। 

তখন আমায় নাইবা মেন রাখেল। 

তারার পােন চেয় চেয়, 

নাইবা আমায় ডাকেল।“ 

 
Picture: Test Bench 

Sir all of us whom you have left behind shall always remember you 
with love, respect and gratitude; look above to the stars and seek 
your blessings till the day we, in our turns, meet again. 

Meanwhile Sir, 

িবন  া, স  ণাম 

Good Bye 

Au Revoir 

Adios 

  

 

WEST BENGAL AND GODDESS SATI 
 

Gautam Nath |  1976 EE 

Lately, I have started to cherish in my mind the fact that West Bengal 
got more body parts of goddess Sati than any other Indian state. 
Isn’t that amazing if you are either a Bengali or you hail from Bengal? 
Being a Bengali, I am certainly proud of this mythological fact. 
 
It is said in mythology that the body of goddess Sati was cut in fifty-
one pieces. Undivided Bengal which consists of today’s West Bengal 
and Bangladesh, got eighteen parts. Fifteen parts fell in present day 
Indian state of West Bengal. Now one can debate this topic by 
referencing other puranic versions, but I am happy to accept 
conveniently the version which cites that eighteen parts fell on 
undivided Bengal soil. To be precise, two parts were actually 
ornaments worn by goddess Sati before she died of self-immolation. 
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After the Indian independence, West Bengal got a few firsts in India. 
The first centrally backed steel plant and the first IIT were founded 
at Durgapur and Kharagpur, respectively. There could be more of 
such firsts here and there in West Bengal but slowly the rest of the 
Indian states started to catch up by securing their slices of the pie of 
the post-independence development. 
 
Concurrently, complaints from the successive West Bengal 
governments started to pile up against the central government that 
West Bengal had been slighted. Maybe, but I really do not know for 
sure. I am not a politician and I do not want to go there! But I know 
that the central government had to pay attention to many other 
states of India which had nothing sizable in terms of national 
importance.  
 
I started to think what else tangible Bengal got for consolation. To 
my surprise I found something that can never be bettered by any 
other state and therefore Bengal will enjoy an eternal and divine 
advantage over the other states! Bengalis got something special by 
a combined divine act of two gods, Lord Vishnu and Lord Shiva. The 
act was committed over the dead body of a goddess named Sati 
who was a consort, in different forms, to both the gods involved. 
 
What is it? Well, if there is any area where Bengal got something 
much more, then that would be the divine allocation of body parts 
of goddess Sati. Bengal does not have any of the top ten religious 
places. Varanasi, Vrindaban, Dwarka, Puri… all are outside of Bengal. 
Yet when it comes to dead body parts of a goddess, Bengal is ahead 
by a big margin. I am particularly elated by and proud of this fact, 
albeit mythological.  
 
Being an engineer, I just wonder how this could happen.  
 
One of the probable reasons is that Lord Vishnu had a mechanically 
imperfect Sudarshana Chakra (SC for short). It possibly had some 
rotational eccentricity causing some slight sling like effect which 
resulted in landing more body parts of goddess Sati in undivided 
Bengal.  
 
The other guess is that Lord Vishnu could not aim the SC properly as 
Lord Shiva was doing his violent dance known as Tandava, the dance 
of destruction. Nothing is written in Shiva Purana how the corpse 
was carried, like at what angle and on which shoulder, left or right. 
Where was Lord Shiva when Lord Vishnu’s SC struck the corpse? Was 
Lord Shiva in the area where present day Darjeeling is? You see we 
will never find these answers easily and hence less scope for others 
to challenge a scholar like me! 
 
It is said that Vishwakarma, the supreme Vedic blacksmith, made the 
Sudarshana Chakra. As per Vishnu Purana, the SC was used to 
behead Rahu and slice off the mountain Mandra. I believe the 
timeline of this was before the incident of goddess Sati. Nothing is 
narrated in terms of SC’s periodic maintenance, such as sharpening 

of its blades or alignment of its millions of spikes. So yes, it is possible 
that the SC used to cut the corpse of Sati was out of shape in terms 
of sharpness and alignment. Lord Vishnu could not cut the body with 
enough precision and varying force to evenly distribute over India. 
 
Another reason - except for the stomach and the pelvis, which are 
torso body parts, all other parts that fell on Bengal were extremity 
parts from the limbs. It is possible that Lord Vishnu used the SC to 
cut the limbs first to make the body trimmer when Lord Shiva was 
doing Tandava in Bengal area. The lumberjacks who cut and fell trees 
use the same techniques – cut the branches first and then attack the 
trunk.  
 
From the torso, the heart fell on present day Jharkhand and the 
navel on Orissa, both neighboring states. I assume that later the 
dancing Shiva went westward. Accordingly, some parts fell as far as 
Hinglaj in Balochistan and Karachi in Sindh. Both the places are now 
in Pakistan. Nepal got three parts and Sri Lanka one.  
 
Let us have a count of the places in Bengal where the body parts fell. 
These places are known as Shakti Peethas. The list is subject to 
debate. I am not going there. One may consult different versions of 
the Puranans and find Bengal got less parts, but I prefer to count as 
per the specific Purana that maximizes the number for Bengal. I 
think this is called politics! The most famous of all the peethas in 
Bengal is Kalighat, located in the city of Kolkata. 
 
Another thing! The places where blood drops fell are also sacred. I 
could not find any references to the places in my first endeavor. I 
may find that Bengal has some places where blood drops also fell. 
Voila, the count will go up! Weren’t present day Orissa and Bihar 
included in greater Bengal in ancient time? Maybe if we include 
those body parts…. Stop, let us not get carried away too much for 
now. We already have a simmering fight with Orissa on the origin of 
Rosogolla even though the Supreme Court declared West Bengal as 
its origin. 
 
The list is as follows: 
 
Astahas village near Labhpur, Birbhum:   Lips 
Ketugram near Katwa, Burdwan:    Left Arm 
Bakreshwar, Birbhum:  Portion between the eyebrows 
Bhabanipur, Bogra, Bangladesh:    Left Anklet 
Jeshoreswari Kali Temple, Bangladesh:  Palms and soles 
Kalighat Kolkata:      Right Toes 
Kankalitala near Bolpur, Birbhum:   Pelvis 
Kireetkona, Murshidabad:     Crown 
Khanakul, Hooghly:    Right Shoulder 
Boda village near Jalpaiguri:    Left Leg 
Amta, Howrah:     Part of Left Knee 
Chandranath, Chttagong, Bangladesh:   Right Arm 
Nandikeshwari Temple, Birbhum   Necklace 
Gaurnadi, Barisal, Bangladesh:    Nose 
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Mangalkot, Burdwan:     Right Wrist 
Vibhash, Tamluk, Midnapore:    Left Ankle 
Kshirgram, Burdwan:                   Great Toe  
Nalhateshwari, Nalhati, Birbhum    Vocal Cord 
 
 
What an enviable distribution! Lord Vishnu made sure to appease all 
Bengalis before and after partition. It is no surprise then that Bengal 
has a long-standing tradition of Shakti followers. Thanks to the 
combination of a faulty Sudarshana Chakra, Lord Vishnu’s 
questionable skill in the use of SC and Tandava, Lord Shiva’s 
destructive dance. Nobody can complain when two powerful gods 
and a goddess (dead during that particular time) favor Bengal and 
the Bengalis! 
 
 

 
 
 
 

DR. SANKAR SEN: TRIBUTE BY 

FAMILY MEMBERS 

 
 

Picture: Dr. Sankar Sen 

 
 

DAUGHTERS ANURADHA SEN & ANASUA CHAKRABORTY 
 
Dr Sankar Sen, a man with towering personality lived a life with 
absolute integrity, discipline and humility. To us he is our father, 
loved and respected by all. Our Babai who taught us to never take 
any shortcuts in life, allowed us to make our own decisions and be 
accountable for all choices. He was a visionary, with ideas that far 
preceded the times. In the mid-80’s he was already foreseeing 
computers in schools and homes, he spoke to us about hydrogen 
economy, energy conservation, non-conventional energy, carbon 
emission, rising ocean levels, water wars and impact of climate 
changes at a time when these issues were unheard of. Later on, his 
depth of knowledge and research astounded us. 
 
Our Ma, Bandana Sen, was his ideal companion in every aspect of 
their life together. We lost her when she was just 58 years old in 
1995, and he missed her unconsolably to the very end of his days on 
this earth. Their philosophy and humanism, of love, understanding 
and empathy were instilled in us not just by words but by their 
examples, their lived experiences.  Both our Babai and Ma had the 
highest regard for social justice, sustainable living, equity and 
equality. And it was inspiring and fascinating to grow up with their 
examples. They showed us it was very simple to just be “human”.  
 
They made our childhood inside the B.E.College campus fun and 
exciting, with games, puzzles, songs, running in the rains, jumping 
into puddles, with a pet dog and cat, birds for whom he built a 5 ft 
cage himself, a small pond that Ma had our gardener dig out for 3 
ducks. She was a strict disciplinarian and we were not allowed to ask 
our household help for things we could do ourselves. She never let 
us slack off on anything. Babai was more indulgent, allowing us the 
freedom to say and do as we pleased, and we were continuously 
surprised to hear that his students were afraid of him, especially 
when he showed us his version of “boneless man” to demonstrate 
how we would move if humans had no skeleton. We always went to 
him to confess our problems and talk about our troubles in 
anticipation of lesser punishment. In philosophy both of us learned 
from Ma and Babai to grow strong spines, confident to believe we 
were capable of doing anything we set our minds to.  
 
Babai loved to eat. When we had “luchi” on Sundays, Ma rolled the 
luchis and he said it was his job to fry them – we never knew 
differently. He also learned to cook his favorite dish – “dimer-dalna”. 
Later, always joking that he could only cook 4 eggs and alu, but could 
not cook odd numbers or any number that was not a multiple of 4. 
He also learned to cross-stitch and crochet. He said that since the 
three of us knew how to do that, he must learn. He made us 
beautiful cross-stitch bed-covers, and wall-hangings for the 
grandsons with dragons designed on them. He also made a crochet 
bag presenting it as “guru-dokkhina”. There are so many memories 
of their fun, prank-filled interactions with family, as 
Mama/Mamima/Kaka/Kakima/Jethu/Mashi/Dadu/Dida/Dadabhai/Pa
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kkhai/Dabbi/Mammi that we can write volumes. But these will 
remain our treasures as long as we are alive.  
 
In grief, it is very touching to know that there are countless people, 
his students, colleagues, friends, who share our pain of loss. Our 
mother also has left her indelible touch on all who knew her. We are 
grateful for this publication which will remain an important part of 
our lives as a testament to all the love you have offered to his 
memory.  Our warm and sincere thanks to the editors. 
 
GRANDSON PRATEEK CHAKRABORTY 
 
It took me a long time to think of what I wanted to write about my 
grandfather. It has been extremely heartwarming to read every 
testimonial and anecdote, whether from his students, or his 
colleagues, or from the many, many people whose lives he had 
touched in some way. I'd like to begin by thanking everyone who has 
written here, or shared their stories on the many different platforms 
we were fortunate to attend. Thank you all for your kind words and 
memories, many of which were completely new to me. 
 
It goes without saying that the side of him I saw for almost all of my 
life, was very different from what most other people have 
experienced. For me, first and foremost, he was a man of endless 
laughter and stories, songs and jokes. I was lucky enough to spend 
my formative years with him, and grow up under his love and 
guidance.  
 
It was only as I grew older that I came to understand the breadth of 
the responsibilities that he had shouldered throughout his life, and 
how well he had undertaken the various offices he had held 
throughout his career. And as with all of us, this was a source of 
limitless inspiration to me as well.  
 
As I moved out of Kolkata and began to pursue my own career, our 
contact became, unfortunately, less frequent- but his advice and 
guidance were always driving forces for me, and will continue to be 
so. Almost everything that I have done in the few short years of my 
career are thanks to him, and the rest of my family. 
 
Change and loss are constants in life. We always think we have more 
time with our loved ones than we actually do, and this lesson will 
always be one hard learned. At some level, I still haven't accepted 
that he is no longer with us- in part because I can still feel his guiding 
spirit, his presence with me as it has always been- and will be in 
future as well. 
 
I miss him terribly, but there is some comfort in knowing that I share 
this bond with so many people, perhaps hundreds if not more- he 
never liked to talk about himself or his work, so even to this day we 
know very little of how many people had their lives bettered by 
something he had done, however quietly or subtly. He belonged to 
a generation of trendsetters, who built the world that we so 

comfortably live in today- and I do not think it would be an 
exaggeration to say that he was one of the foremost among them. 
All we can do is to keep his example in our hearts, and move forward 
carrying the principles that defined his life. 
 
During a certain crisis on my side - albeit trivial in hindsight- he had 
written to me with some words of wisdom that I would like to 
paraphrase below. 
"Do not wait, do not fret. Life will throw an endless number of 
challenges your way, but it is your job to get back up and keep 
moving forward." 
 
Thanks once again for all the kind words everyone has written, and 
may we all strive to follow his example as best as we can. 
With best wishes, 
Prateek 
 

 

েগ বািত :- এক ট 

আেলািকত িব াস 
 

Himanshu Pal |  1990 CST 

আমােদর শশেব ামবাংলার ঋতৈবিচ  িছল খুবই কাশ  ও বণময়। 
এেককটা ঋতর পিরবতেনর সে  তার প আকােশ, বাতােস, জেল-

েল সম  পিরেবেশর আয়নায় িতফিলত হত। সইসে  িশ  ও 
িকেশার মেনর অ েরর অ ঃ েলও সুগভীর দীঘ ায়ী ইে শন পড়ত 
| ধ ুভােলা লাগা বা ধ ুমন খারাপ করা নয়, িবেশষ ঋতর িবেশষ েণ 
কােনা এক িবেশষ ঘটনা এক িকেশার বা সদ  যুবার মেন এমন এক 

িবিচ  অিভ তার ছাপ ফলত য সটা কােনা ভাষা বা সািহেত  
কাশ করা স বপর িছল না। অথচ কেয়ক দশক পের সই সু  িৃত 

উপযু  পিরি িতেত অঙ্কুিরত হেয় আবার সই িবিচ  অনুভূিতর 
বিৃ সমূহ কেয়ক মুহেূতর জন  ফেল আসা সই শশেব টেন িনেয় 
যায়। 

 

 তখন আিম াস িস  িকংবা াস সেভেন পিড় | আমােদর ােম 
তখনও কােনা ইেলক ক আেলা িছল না, িছল না টিভ, ফান বা অনন  
সব আধুিনকতার ছায়ঁা। বড় বড় গাছগাছািলেত ঘরা বড় বড় মা টর 
বািড় ামবাংলার শাভা বৃ  করত। স ার অ ণ পেরই 
কেরািসেনর ীণ আেলায় পািরপাি ক এক ভতেড় পিরেবেশর চহারা 

িনত | ছাটেবলায় িতন ট জিনসেক খুব ভয় করতাম – ভূত, সাপ আর 
ডাকাত | সে র পর একলা বািড়র বাইের যেত হেল ঈ রেক সে  
িনতাম | আর ভাবতাম গ থেক বাবা, ঠাকুরদা ও পূবপু েষরা সব ণ 
আমােদর আশীবাদ করেছন আর র া করেবন| 

 

 কািতক-অ হায়েণর হালকা শীেতর আেমেজ মেনারম স ায় েগ 
বািত দওয়ার অনুভূিত এখনও বশ মেন পেড়। একিদন-দুিদন নয়, 
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পুেরা মাস ধের েগ বািত িদেত হত | মজ জ াঠামশাই বুেনাপুকুর 
িকংবা ঢ াং গেড়র বাশঁঝাড় থেক বেছ- বেছ ল া ও সুেডৗল বাশঁ 
কেট বলেতন, "এটা িনেয় চল, গ বািত তির করেত হেব।" 

জ াঠামশােয়র অেনক কােজর ধান সহেযাগী িছলাম আিম, হমাং 
বেল ডাকেতন | ঢ াড়ঁা ঘুিরেয়-ঘুিরেয় শন বা পাট থেক দিড় তির 
করেতন| সই দিড় ঢ াড়ঁা ভিত হেল আবার আমার ডাক পড়ত , “ হমাং 
দিড় ছাড়িব আয় ।” মাটা মাটা রিশর দিড় পাকাতাম। সইসব দিড় 
িদেয় গ  বাধঁা হত, সাংসািরক িবিভ  কাজকেম ব বহার করা হত| পাট-
করা দিড়র বা ল থেক শ েপা  সৗিখন দিড় বেছ িনেতন েগ 
বািত দওয়ার জন  | বােঁশর গােয় িকছটা দেূর-দেূর িরং লািগেয় তার 
িভতর িদেয় দিড় পিরেয় পুেরা বােঁশর গাড়া থেক ডগা পয  লািগেয় 
সম দেঘ র দিড় িরংেয়র বাইের লাগােনা হত| তারপর গগন-ছঁেয়-
যাওয়া িবশাল বাশঁটােক দিড় সেমত ল ালি  সটান দাড়ঁ করান হত, 
সদর দুয়ােরর িকছটা সামেন ছাড়দার ডাব গােছর পােশ। ল েনর বািত 
ওই দিড়েত বঁেধ কিপকেলর মেতা দিড় টেন- টেন বািত টেক বােঁশর 
ডগা পয  তেল দওয়া হত| 

  

কিথত আেছ সহজ সরল বালেকর িব াস পাচঁ িসেক পাচঁ আনা | ভূেতও 
যমন িব াস,আবার ঈ েরর অ ে ও অগাধ তার িব াস | আর হেবই 

না বা কন, - রােতর অ কাের একা একা বািড় ফরার সময় 
কাি কপুকুেরর নঋত কােন য শ াওড়া গাছটা িছল সটা হঠাৎই 
কন যন মাথা ঝািঁকেয় উঠত! ােমর সবাই জানত য ওই শ াওড়া 

গাছটাই নািক আ হত া করা সব ভূত, পি  ও বে াদিত েদর 
আ াখানা| তা ছাড়া শীেতর রােত মজ জ াঠাইমা - বড় জ াঠাইমা য 
সব রামহষক গ  বলেতন স েলাই বা কী কের অ ীকার করা যায়? 
আমার সমবয়সী এক বালকব ু  কােন-কােন এক ম  িশিখেয়িছল যটা 
উ ারণ কের সম  িবপদ আপদ অনায়ােস অিত ম কের এেসিছ! স 
ম শ ই  বা কাজ কের কীভােব? 

  

েগ বািতদােনর গাড়াপ ন কেব বা কন হেয়িছল তার ইিতহাস িনেয় 
এই ছা  বালেকর মেন কােনা  ওেঠিন | িক  বািতদান য একটা 
মা িলক অনু ান এটা িনেয় কােনা সংশয় িছল না |  থাটা িছল 
পূবপু ষেদর উে েশ “ েগ বািতদােনর তীক”| ভ  ও িন া সহকাের 

া াপন ও পূবপু ষেদর সে  যাগােযােগর একটা িমিডয়াম | 
হমে র ছা  িবেকেল ােমর ব ু েদর সে  খলাধুলা সের পা-হাত 

ভিত ধুেলাবািল মেখ যখন বািড় িফরতাম তখন বশ অ কার-অ কার 
হেয় যত | গা ছমছম পিরেবেশ তবুও সই ভীত ছেলর মন আনে  
মেত উঠত েগ বািত িদেত হেব বেল। রামা  হত ! কািতেকর কৃ া-

ি তীয়ার স াকালীন িন তায় চা  পু ষ কন কেয়ক সহ  
পূবপু ষ যন গ থেক আশীবাদ করত ! বালেকর ি র িব ােস 
ল েনর বািত ামবাংলার অ কােরর আলস  অিত ম কের কান 
এক গরােজ  পৗ েছ যত - যখােন যুগ যুগ ধের তার মেতা শতসহ  
কা ট বালেকর িব াস এক  হেয় সম  গেলাক আেলািকত কের 

এেসেছ ! 

  

“ গ বািত" - ামীণ সভ তার এক ট লু ায় আনু ািনক থা 

 

THE OLD DOCTOR AND THREE 

YOUNG IMPOSTERS 

Jayanta Mazumdar |  1963 MET 

He was the president of the state medical association. An elderly 
grey haired stout tall dhoti-panjabi clad doctor with a very young and 
pretty granddaughter at home under his guardianship; girl’s parents 
were temporarily abroad where the father was posted. 
 
Something was bound to happen at the doctor’s home and it did 
happen. Doctor’s maid discovered a huge bunch of love letters 
hidden below her pillow and then all hell broke loose.  Upon expert 
interrogation by the old fox, the cornered girl confessed that she 
was in touch with a very sweet B. E. College boy; that they meet 
every Sunday when the boy comes home from hostel for the week-
end; that they also chat for hours   over telephone in the evening 
while the grandfather is away In his chamber to see his patients. The 
angry doctor manages to extract the phone number of the lover boy 
from the poor girl. 
 
Telephone in our college was an interesting story. There were 1500 
students in about 20 hostels whose access was a single telephone 
installed at the Union office. An old gentleman (telephone -dadu to 
all of us) will man it from 4pm to  10 pm. Callers were either anxious 
and angry  guardians  at the silence of their wayward wards, or love 
struck  young girls like the present one. Dadu will ask the caller to 
hold on, pedal in his cycle to the specific hostel of the wanted boy 
and from Dadu’s face you could make out whether the waiting caller 
is an angry parent or an anxious girlfriend. 
 
So, our angry doctor makes the poor girl call the boy over the same 
telephone    and he waits to pounce upon the rascal. The lover-boy 
was   Anjan, the youngest and the smallest   boy in our class, shy also, 
but extremely intelligent.  The telephone-dadu appears with a 
meaningful smile and the lover boy disappears with him hurriedly 
from the hostel. But this evening he returns very quickly, looking like 
a beaten puppy with its tail -between its legs, and huddles into his 
corner of our hostel veranda with his closest buddy Samir. (Samir 
was the general advisor to our whole batch on all issues not related 
to academics). At the other end of the veranda our curiosity is  raised 
by ours  I mean that of mine and of my two close  class mates  Mihir 
and  Somdeb.  Soon the news is broken .It was the old man on the 
other side of the phone and not the girl this time.  Anjan has been 
asked by an icy cold voice to meet him next evening at his chamber 
in Kolkata without fail, or else? Else what?  Will he report to Police? 
Or report to our Principal which was more dangerous?  Our lover boy 
was in utter panics and   decided it was best to stay away and not 
meet the furious grandfather. 
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We three fellows were upset. If Anjan does not meet the 
grandfather, all B. E. College boys will be branded as cowards by him 
and also by the girl and that was not acceptable to us.  So, we take 
a momentous decision- we three will be there in his chamber 
without telling Anjan. There was no strategy of how do we handle 
the matter once we confront the angry doctor, but we thought that 
our college flag must fly high. 
 
Following day, after our classes are over at 4pm, we three quietly 
leave for a Harrison Road chamber without telling a single ward to 
any of our other friends, Anjan included. The die is cast. 
 
The chamber was already crowded with waiting patients. We wait 
on the pavement. (Mihir has put on a borrowed neck tie and is 
looking smart).  Soon the doctor arrives on a chauffeur-driven black 
Morris and disappears inside; a formidable old man. We hesitate for 
a moment- whether we go back to our hostels and forget the matter 
altogether, or, we enter the tiger’s den now? The destiny shoves us 
from behind. We go inside the waiting hall and announce to the 
peon –“tell your master that we are here from B. E. College”. The 
formidable figure  Immediately emerges out of his chamber, take an 
incredulous   look at us and commands us to follow him in.  So, Mihir, 
Somdeb and I, finally enter the tiger’s den and face the tiger. 
 
He is initially silent and then asked us to sit down. Then suddenly 
fires the bullet- who is Anjan Dutta? Before I can explain anything, 
Mihir raises his hand. Oh my god! Is he mad! This was not in our 
script! Now the interrogation starts and Mihir’s ready replies are in 
the following pattern: 
 
I am Anjan Dutta— father’s name Niranjan Dutta—-we stay in 
Ballygunge- no I am not the first boy, he  stands first (pointing at 
me), and he stands second (pointing at Somdeb)— I generally stand 
third (with a coy smile)— after graduation I want to go abroad for 
higher studies (Mihir however, kept this promise made to the old 
man – for himself as well  for real Anjan  he was impersonating; did  
his PhD from UK and Anjan did his ScD from Boston)—but after 
higher studies he will surly return and serve his country. 
 
The old man was pleased. He confesses to us  that the pretty grand 
daughter is his big responsibility  and makes  “Anjan” promise that 
he will stop calling  her on telephone but  in lieu of that  Anjan can 
visit  doctor’s  home and   meet the girl one Sunday a month.The 
doctor then  dismisses us looking mighty pleased. We leave the 
chamber which by now is full of irate waiting patients. 
 
We return to college by no 55 bus, in total silence and thinking what 
next? We are in a shit now- Anjan specially and also we, the three 
stupid musketeers.  Within a couple of hours hell breaks loose in 
doctor’s house but we were blissfully unaware then. The doctor 
returns home mighty pleased and tells his adorable grand daughter 
the story. He also described the lover boy to her. Now the girl is in 
sheer panic. His description of Anjan does not at all match with the 

real Anjan, her hero. She tells her beaming grandfather that he must 
have   been tricked by a decoy sent by Anjan.  The girl is probably lost 
to Anjan for ever; in addition he and we three must wait for the fury 
of the tricked doctor. God bless you! 
 
College authorities had a very efficient intelligence network 
unofficially headed by our HOD. It was impossible to hide any secret 
from reaching his ears. Very next week, while taking our Chemistry 
class he instructs the three of us plus Anjan to report at the 
Principal’s office at 4pm. So we go there and find our HOD also 
sitting next to the big boss. The principal does not beat about the 
bush; he says he knows the whole story and we must confess and 
come out clean. Anjan sits separately and looks sullen and I begin 
the story.  
 
When my story is over, he suddenly ask the dreaded question- what 
made you three scoundrels to cheat the old doctor? We were 
prepared with our only defense if one can call it a defense at all. I 
politely say, Sir, he was an old man and he wanted a BE College 
student to come over and meet him; it would have been cowardice 
not to go and face him. Our HOD looks at the ceiling, while  the  
principal gives me a piercing look, but could   be mighty pleased  
inside that even  his second year students could make  a fool out of 
a seasoned old doctor (those days there were intense silent rivalries 
between the two professions). 
 
Now he speaks, as if to himself: The doctor telephoned me and 
urged me to take action against my four boys. I said I will take care 
of them but he should also take care of his ward. I also told him that 
with a young and pretty girl at his home, the boys will naturally hang 
around and it is his problem. 
 
Then our Principal addresses Anjan in his soft but clear wonderful 
voice: What you do on Sundays sitting at your home is not my 
business boy; but she is a minor I am told (below 18?). You step out 
of your limit, it would be a police case and then I also kick you out 
from the College. We are dismissed. We return separately to the 
same hostel. Anjan alone and we three together, feeling guilty to 
him. 
 
But such was the chemistry in our college that soon Mihir and Anjan 
becomes friend again, then very close buddies for next two years of 
our college stay. It is almost 60 years since this episode and still the 
two are great friends in America. Mihir retired as a missile expert; 
Anjan did some original work on fiber optics and hold a number of 
patents. Here in India, Somdeb was an armament production 
honcho now retired, and I am the story teller. 
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RADHA KRISHNA- A DEPICTION 

OF DIVINE LOVE 
 

Kanad Saha (Son in law of  Dipankar Chakraborty |  1976  EE) 

 

 

 

িগজিগজকরা কেলেজর 

গ েলা  
 

Saumitra Sinha |  1981 MET 

কেলেজর কান লখা িদেত গেল পুরেনা গ েলা মাথার মেধ  
িগজিগ জেয় ওেঠ। তার মেধ  থেক কেয়কটা  গ  শানােনা যাক। 
আশাকির কির াতারা হতাশ হেবন না।   

 

আমােদর ইয়ার এর এক ব ু  কেলজ পাস্ করার আেগ থেকই ম 
করেতা l আমার অ তঃ অবশ  ওই বয়েস ম করার সাহস হয়িন 
l যাক স কথা l স এক ট কেলেজর মেয়র সে ই ম করেতা ।  

 

আমােদর সময় ম করার জায়গার বশ অভাব িছল l িসেনমােত 
গেল টেকট কাটার সময় ব ু বা বরা হাত িদেয় ইশারায় বলেতা 

আমােদরটাও কাট নইেল তার বািড়েত ফাসঁ কের দেবা l  পােক গেল 

বা িভে ািরয়া গেল বাদামওয়ালা চাওয়ালারা জার কের িব  করেব 
তােদর  সওদা l তাহেল কাথায় যাওয়া যায় ? আমার সই কেলজ-ব ু  
ঠক করেলা কেলেজর কােছ হাওড়া শেন িগেয় ম করেব l িক  
এেতা  লােকর মােঝ ম করা যায় ? কখেনাই না  ۔۔তাই তারা ঠক 
করেলা তৃতীয় ণীর ওেয় টং েম ম  করেব l িক  িগেয় দখেলা 
ভয় র অব া, তার ওপর বসা তা দেূরর কথা , দাড়ঁােনার জায়গা পয  
নই l এরকম জায়গা খুজঁেত খুজঁেত হটাৎ একিদন আিব ার করেলা 

হাওড়া শেনর দাতলায় থম ণীর  ওেয় টং ম আেছ, িক  বশ 
ফাকঁা l ম করার আদশ ল l তাই তােদর েমর জায়গা ি র হেলা  
সই ওেয় টং ম l সখােন ম চলিছল বশ গড়গিড়েয় l িক  িবপদ 

বাধঁেলা একিদন l সব ভােলা জিনেসরই খুতঁ থােক একটা না একটা l দুই 
মে ল এক িবেকেল েমর জায়াের যখন  মশ ল তখন বলা নই 
কওয়া নই দুই রেলর পুিলশ উপি ত এক টেকট চকার সহ l যন 
সা াৎ যমরাজ , ন ী ভৃ ী সহ l আর দু ট পুিলশ  দরজার কােছ, 
পালােনার উপায় নই। চকার টেকট চক করেছ য িব ামরত বা 

মরত যা ীেদর , য তােদর থম ণীর টেকট আেছ িকনা ?  

  

নাঃ, তােদর তা িকছই নই, াটফম টেকটও নই l চকার মশাই 
আেরা অেনক  মুরিগর সে  এ’দুজনেক রলওেয় পুিলশ অিফেস িনেয় 
এেলা l অেনক অনুনয় িবনয়েত কােনা কাজ হেলা না l জিরমানা 
দয়ার মেতা টাকাই নই l একিদেনর জল হাজত হেবই l   তার ওপর 

দুজেনর ফাইন l ায় কা াকা ট অব া l জেল থাকেল ছাড়ােব ক, 
বাবা মারা তা জানেত পারেবই l টেকট না কাটােত জল তার ওপর না 
বেল েমর শা  l সব জানাজািন, মহা ঝ াট l পা ী তা ায় কঁেদ 
ফেল, পা  িকংকতব িবমূঢ় l ফাইন হেয়েছ ১৯৮2 সােলর িহেসেব ায় 

১৩৭ টাকা l িক  দুজেনর মাইল পেকেট আেছ সাকুেল  ২২ টাকা l     

এবার পুিলশ দুেটােক িনেয় িক করেব ? িকছ পয়সা িনেয় িবদায় করেত 
চায় l এেদর তা পয়সাও নই, তাবেল িবনা কারেণ ছাড়া যায় না যখন 
জেনেছ এক নামকরা  college  এর এক সুপু  ও এক সুপু ী l 
শষেমশ রফা হেলা ওই ২০ টাকা  (বাসভাড়ার জেন  ২ টাকা ছাড়), 

একটা হাত ঘিড় ও গলার একটা সানার চন l ঠক হেলা পরিদন এেস 
টাকা িদেয় সব ছাড়ােব l যাই হাক পুিলশ েলা আইন মািফক 
কাগজপ  িলেখ িদেলা l পরিদন ণাগার িদেয় সই পুে র ঘিড় ও 
কন ার চন মু  হেলা l তােদরেক সই িশ া এমন িদেলা য ন 
কা ািনর আর তােদর টেকট িনেয় জীবেন ভাবেত হয়িন ۔۔۔۔     

 

গে  একটা টই  আেছ সটা এখনও বিলিন, ঘটনাটা হেলা আমােদর 
পাস করার পেরর বছর অথাৎ ১৯৮২ সােলর, তখনও কেলজ ম চাল ু
আেছ, জায়গাও সই থম ণীর ওেয় টং ম ।  আমােদর আেরা দুই 
ব ু  িবজন ও িবলােসর ওই ণয়ীযুগেলর সে  কথা হয় পরিদন ওই 
একই  জায়গায় 4 জন দখা সা াৎ করেব এবং কেলজ পরবত  ঘটনার 
আলাপচারীতা হেব l  পরিদন  ওরা  ওখােন িগেয় দেখ ভা ঁভা ঁঅথাৎ 
কউই নই l খুব চােট মােট ওেয় টং ম থেক বেরাে  l আবার 
সই চকার এর পা ায় l ফল হেলা ীঘর l সিদনই িবলােসর আবার 

DSP এর নাইটিশফট l ব াস, িবলােসর  মুখ িখেয় আমিস l চকার 
সােহব বলেছন টাকা িদেয় বািড় যাও l িবজন-িবলােসর কােছও এেতা 
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টাকা িছল না l তখন উিন বলেলন ঠক আেছ দুজেনর ঘিড় জমা িদেয় 
যাও, কাল এেস ছািড়েয় িনেয় যােব l ভ েলাক তখন গেতা  করেছন 
যিদও বশ জাের জাের - িদনকাল িক য পড়েলা কালেকও এক 

ণয়ীযুগলেক ধেরিছলাম তারাও ঘিড় িদেয় জািমন পেলা, আজ এেস 
টাকা িদেয় ঘিড় ও হার ছািড়েয় িনেয় গেছ l কন র বাবা বধ টেকট 
ছাড়া থম ণীর ওেয় টং েম ঢাকা কন?  থমিদেক ঘাবেড় 
গেলও তত েণ িব্লােসর শাল অ াে না কাজ করেত  কের 

িদেয়েছ l কন পের বলিছ । িবলােসর বাবা রল এই কাজ করেতন, 
বাবার বদনাম হেব ভেব সাহস কের িকছ বলেতই পারেছ না l বাবার 
নাম বলেলই ওেদরেক ছেড় িদেতা l অব া বগিতেকর িদেক যাে  
দেখ শষ অবিধ িবজন  বুঝেলা  আর উপায়  নই িপতৃপিরচয় িদেতই 

হেব l তােত যিদ বাচঁা যায় l  িবজন কায়দা কের বলেলা বাবা যা কাজ 
কেরন উিন জানেল তা বজায় গ েগাল হেব l ওরা াভািবকভােবই 
জেগস করেলা তামার বাবা িক কেরন l িবজন একট িক  িক  কের 
বলেলা বাবা িললুয়ােত পুিলশ এর enforce department এর অিফসার l 
নামও বলেলা । মে র মেতা কাজ হেলা l  ওরা সম ের বেল উঠেলা 
আের আেগ বলেব তা, যাও যাও বািড় যাও, আর এরকম কেরা না  as if 
ওরাই ওেদরেক ধের এেন মহা দাষ কেরেছ l িবলাস তা ন ধরার 
তাড়ায় দৗেড়ােব বেল ভাবেছ তার আেগই িবজন ও িবলােসর চােখ 
কায়দায় দুজেনই বুেঝ গেলা কালেকর ণয়ীযুগল কারা এবং আজ 
তারা অনুপি ত কন ?      

 

পরিদন তােদরেক অথাৎ ণয়ীযুগলেক চেপ ধরেতই পুেরা ঘটনার 
িববরণ িদেনর আেলার মেতা পির ার হেয় গেলা ۔۔  এই ঘটনার 
পা পা ীর মেধ  আিম নই, তেব আিম এই ঘটনার িববরেণ খামিত 
রাখেবা না সটাই ঠক কেরিছলাম, তাই শষ অংশটাও পাঠকগেণর 
কােছ মেল ধরলাম l  

 

িসিনয়রেদর নয় জিুনয়রেদর গ  

 

আমার বশ কেয়ক বছর জিুনয়র একটা ছেল নাম অ জত, এখন থােক 
আেমিরকা শহেরর িশকােগােত l স আবার আমার বৗেয়র ব ু র ামী 
l   

তার  মুেখই গ টা শানা l  স তখন 3rd year এ পেড় l িকছ ব ু  িমেল 
লাভাস লন এর কােছ বেস গ  করেছ l সময়টা একট অদ্ভত l ায় 
সে  হেয় এেসেছ l মশার কামড় খািনকটা অ াহ  কেরই বেস গ  
করেছ l  

 

কােছই একটা ঘাড়ার আ াবল মেতা - একটা ছাট  ঘর l ি টশ 
আমেল স বতঃ ঘাড়ার খাওয়ার জায়গা িছল l গ  করেত করেত হটাৎ 
দেখ 3/4 ট 2nd year  এর ছেল এেস হা জর l ওেদরেক িক  2nd 

year  এর ছেল েলা দখেত পায়িন l  ওরাও  ল  রাখেছ ছেল েলা 
িক করেছ, ওরা ঘাড়ার  আ াবলটার মেধ  ঢকেলা l একটা মামবািত 

ালেলা যটা খুব বিশ উ ল  নয় l ওরা বুঝেত পারেছ না িক 

মতলবটা িক ওেদর ?  াগ খাওয়া না মাল খাওয়া ? এেতা ক   কেরই বা 
খােবই কন ? হাে েল বা বাইের খেল ক আটকাে  ?     

খািনকটা পের ওেদর অস্ফুট কথার মাধ েম বুঝেত পারেলা য ওরা 1st 
year এর ছেলেদর ভূেতর ভয় পাওয়ােত চায় l র ািগং এর িকছ উ ত 
সং রণ।   

ওরা করেলা িক ওই িনবু িনবু আেলােত একটা 2nd year এরই ছেলেক 
দাড়ঁ কিরেয় রাখেলা দয়ােলর িদেক মুখ কের, দয়ােল দুেটা হাত রেখ 
চাখ বু জেয় l আর তার ছায়াটা যােত দয়ােল বীভৎস ভােব পেড় 
সইভােব আেলাটা রাখেলা l এবার ছেলটােক রেখ সবাই চেল গেলা 

l  

অ জতরা বুঝেলা এবার 1st year ছেলেদর ডেক এেন ভূেতর ভয় 
দখােব l তখন ওেদর মাথায় এক দুবু  খলেলা l অ জত বািকেদর 

বলেলা তারা দাড়ঁা  দখ আিম িক কির l অ জত খুব আে  আে   
ছেলটার পছেন িগেয় দাড়ঁােলা l ওই  দাড়ঁােনােত ঘােস য শ  হেলা 

তােত অ জত ল  করেলা ছেলটা বশ িসঁ টেয় গেছ l অ জত ঠক 
ওর পছেন িগেয় দািঁড়েয় বশ বেড়া একটা িনঃ াস ফলেলা l ও চাখ 
বুেজই আেছ l অ জত বশ বুঝেত পারেলা ওর সাহস তলািনেত িগেয় 
ঠেকেছ l এবার অ জত শষ শয়তািনটা  করেলা l পছন  থেক 

হালকা  কের হাতটা ছঁেলা l  ও পাকা ভেব  ফঁু  িদেয় সরােনার চ া 
করেলা, িক  আেগই অ জত হাত সিরেয় িনেয়েছ l অ জত পছন 
থেক দখেছ ছেলটা রীিতমেতা কাপঁেছ l এবার অ জত আে  কের 

ওর হােতর ওপর হাতটা রাখেলা িক  এবার আর সরােলা না l ছেলটা 
আেধা অ কাের অিমেতর হাতটা অনুভব কেরই 'বাবা গা' বেলই 
উে ািদেক দৗড় l িক  ওর দুভাগ  একটা গােছর  ঁ িড়েত  হাচঁট 
খেয় পেড় তৎ ণাৎ অ ান l গা ঁ গা ঁকের আওয়াজ করেছ l ওরাও 

ভয় পেয়  তখন দৗেড় িগেয় জল এেন ছটাে  l        

 

এর মেধ  2nd year ছেল েলা 1st year এর এক দ ল ছেল িনেয় 
হা জর l তখন  তারা বুঝেতই পারেছ না ছেলটা যােক রেখ গেলা তার 
এই অব া হেলা িক কের, 1st year ও অবাক, ভূত দখােব বেল এেন 
এটা িক হে  l এবার 3rd year এর ছেল েলা আে  আে  িভড় 
বাড়েছ দেখ সটেক পড়েলা ۔۔۔۔ কউই জানেলা না ভূত দখােত এেন 
িক ঘটেলা আসেল  ll  

 

দােলর গ  

 

আমােদর কেলজ  থেক অেনেকই শাি িনেকতেন দাল খলেত 
যেতা l সটা িন য় অেনেকরই মেন আেছ l  

 

কারণটা আর বলেত হেব না িন য় l তাও যােদর নূ নতম সে হ আেছ 
য কন যেতা  তােদর পির ার কের বিল য তারা ভিবষ ৎ গৃিহণীর 

স ােন যেতা l কােরা কােরা উে শ  হয়েতা খািনকটা খারাপ িছল সটা 
পাঠকরা জােনন তাই আর বু ঝেয় বলিছ না l 
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যাই হাক ১৯৭৯ সাল্ হেব স বতঃ l সবার অতল িগেয়িছেলা l অতল 
রবী সংগীেতর খুব ভ , তাই িতবারই যেতা l তার সে  আমােদর 
ব ােচর বশ কেয়কজন যেতা l  

 

তমিন িদেন অতেলর সাথী হেয়েছ আমােদর ইয়ােরর আর এক ব ু  l 
নামটা এখন উহ ই থাকুক l   

 

যাই হাক ওই দােলর বাজাের স এক বা বী জু টেয়েছ l  এবং তােক 
রং দয়ার চ  ইে  l িক  মেয় ট আমােদর ব ু টেক খািনকটা 
পছ  করেলও রং দয়ােত সঘন আপি  জানাে  l একটা অেচনা 
ছেলেক াভািবকভােবই তার মাথায় বা মুেখ হাত দয়া থেক িবরত 

করার  চ া করেছ l   

 

অতল সহ আরও কেয়কজন ব ু  ওেদর অনুসরণ করেছ একট দেূর 
থেক,  যিদও ওেদর কথাও শানা যাে , আর মজাও িনে  l   

 

যাই হাক মেয় ট শষ অবিধ বেল উেঠেছ ি জ আমায় রং দেবন 
না,  আমার রেঙ এলা জ আেছ l আমােদর নােছাড়বা া  ি য় ব ু টর 
সংি  উ র আমারও তা এলা জ আেছ l মেয়টা বেল অবাক হেয় 
ওেঠ আপনারও এলা জ ?  ব ু টর সংি  উ র, আলবৎ আেছ। 
আমার মটালার জ অথাৎ  মটােল এলা জ আেছ l মেয় ট েন পুেরা 
হা ঁl বেল িক ? আর সে র  ব ু রা অনুসরণ করেব িক, হেস কু টবা ট 
 ۔۔۔۔

ব ু টর নামটা এবার কাশ কির তাহেল। তার নাম হেলা ীতম ।  

 

কেলজ দাদার গ    

 

এবাের আিস আমােদর কেলেজর এক িসিনয়র দাদার গে  l এই মুহেূত 
গ টা ক বেলিছেলা মেন নই বা দাদার নামটা িক িছল ? যাক বাহল  
ব জত কের গ টা বিল l বিশ িকছ িলখেল পাঠকরা ভাবেবন সৗিম র 
ধানাইপানাই বিশ, গ  কম l হয়েতা অলেরিড ভাবেত  কেরেছন l 

 

ঘটনাটায়  আিস l সবার িন য়ই মেন আেছ হাে েল আমরা রােতর 
বলা খাবারটা রাখেত বেল িসেনমা দখেত যতাম, তারপর ফরত এেস 
খতাম l সটাই আমােদর রীিত িছল l  

 

একবার ওই দাদাটা ঐরকম রােতর শােত িসেনমা দখেত গেছ l 
যথারীিত বটঠাকুরেক খাবার রাখার কথা বেল িগেয়েছ l দাদাটা িসেনমার 
খুব রামাি ক িসন ও া দমেনর িসন্ দেখ চাজড হেয় িফেরেছ l 
এেস দেখ টিবেল কান খাবার নই l  তখন য ব ারাক 

সারেভ টা  িছল, তােক ডেকেছ l স তখন পেরর িদেনর জেন  
জিনসপ  িছেয় রাখিছেলা l স তখন  বলেলা  আিম তা জািন না 
বাবু, বটঠাকুর যা রেখ গেছ , তাই টিবেল সাজােনা আেছ l এই েন 
রােগ দাদার তালু েল গেলা l অি শমা হেয় বলেলা বটঠাকুরেক 
ডাক l ছেল ট বলেলা বটঠাকুর তা বািড় চেল গেছ l অি েত ঘতৃাহিত 
পড়েলা l দাদা বলেলন এ ু িন কায়াটার থেক ডেক িনেয় আয় l আিম 
খাইিন আর আিম বলার পর খাবার না রেখ চেল গেছ l ওর আজেক 
হেব।  

সই েন জিুনয়র ব ারাক সােভ  তা পাইঁ পাইঁ  কের দৗেড় িগেয় 
বটঠাকুরেক ডেক িনেয় এেলা l আসেত আসেত সংে েপ িবপেদর 

টা বাঝােলা l  

যাক এেস পৗ ছেনার পর ে া র পালা l শষেমশ জানা গেলা য 
বটঠাকুর খাবার রাখেত ভেল গেছ l  

 

তৎ ণাৎ ওই দাদাটা জিুনয়র ব ারাক সারেভ টােক বলেলা রা া ঘর 
থেক একটা বঁ ট িনেয় আয় l স দাদার কথা েনও চপ কের দািঁড়েয় 

আেছ। আবার ধমক খাওয়ােত স ােণর ভেয় দৗেড় িগেয় একটা বঁ ট 
িনেয় এেলা l বঁ টটা দাদার হােত িদেয় দুজেনই ঠক ঠক কের কাপঁেছ l  

 

দাদা তখন বটঠাকুেরর িদেয় চেয় এেকবাের  ভাষায় বলেলা, 
পিরেধয় ব টা খাল l বলাই বাহল  ীে র রােত তার একমা  স ল 
বলেত ধুমা  লুি টা । একথা বলেতই বাবা গা, মা গা বেল দজুেনই 
পাইঁ পাইঁ কের দৗড় l শানা যায় ওই দাদাটা হাে েল যতিদন  িছেলা 
বটঠাকুর ওনােক দখেলই দুহাত জাড় কের ণাম করেতা এবং 
এিড়েয়ও চলেতা । আেরা শানা যায় তার পর থেক রােত কউ িসেনমা 
দখেত গেল একটার বদেল দুেটা ট রাখেতা যােত আর াণহািণর 

বা অ হািনর মেতা দুভাগ জনক পিরি িত জীবেন ি তীয়বার যন 
সূিচত না হয় l  
 

 

MIR JAFAR SHOULD BE PUT ON A 

HIGH PEDESTAL BY US BENGALEES 
 

Partha Sircar |  1967 CE 

 

A strange thought, surely inspired by the trendy ideas such as 
‘alternative history’ and ‘thinking outside the box’, has been 
bouncing across my mind for some time.  I have started wondering 
if Mir Jafar should not be put on a very high pedestal by us 
Bengalees.   Yes, I mean the same Mir Jafar, who lives in our 
memories as the Traitor Extraordinaire – the man, who, we learn, 
engendered the defeat of Nawab Siraj-ud-Daula by the British forces 
under Lord Clive in the Battle of Plassey in 1757.  What makes him so 
great in my mind, one may ask, and justifiably so.  No, it is not for his 
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treachery in the Battle of Plassey that I desire for him a place of such 
high esteem.  Treachery does not find any favor in my humble mind.  
But then, what do I find so great in the man in my estimation? 

Here I offer up my train of thought - convoluted, I am sure, it will 
appear to most.  I will begin by stating the obvious: we Bengalees 
are extremely proud of our heritage, which is a big part of our 
mental make-up.  Kolkata, we all proclaim proudly, was once a grand 
city - we were told it was the second city in the British Empire after 
London.  We remind ourselves (and others) of our once dominant 
presence all over India in the government services, in educational 
institutions and in the professions like medicine and law.   We never 
tire to showcase the pioneers in every field (all Bengalees): 
reformers like Rammohan and Vidyasagar, litterateurs like 
Bankimchandra and Rabindranath; religious giants like Ramakrishna 
and Vivekananda; freedom fighters and statesmen like Chittaranjan 
Das and Netaji; scientists like Jagadish Bose and Satyen Bose;  artists 
like Nandalal Bose and Abanindranath; and even the pioneers in the 
film industry like Hiralal Sen and Pramathesh Barua and that the 
pioneering New Theaters studio was located in Kolkata (and 
prominently featured one Prithviraj Kapoor).  We bring up the 
Bengali Renaissance, which occurred sometime in the nineteenth 
century.  To many, it was comparable and with good reason to the 
Renaissance in Europe.  For many of us, all these are but reflections 
of our superior ‘intelligence’, and our self-presumed superiority over 
other Indians and beyond.   

Now where does our friend Mir Jafar come into all this?  Well, here 
is my ‘convoluted’ logic.  If one observes carefully, essentially all the 
Bengali ‘greatness’ described above clearly showed up with our 
contact with the British and by extension, western thought.  As the 
inimitable Nirad C. Chaudhuri has noted so perceptively: other than 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, there has been no Bengalee with claims of 
significant all-India stature before the British contact with the 
Bengalees.  The British established the schools and colleges, and 
exposed us to a wide world, to liberal and scientific thinking, 
western dress and perhaps also to corruption and snobbery.   Thus, 
we clearly got a 50-year lead in many areas over the rest of India, 
thanks to Mir Jafar, the Betrayer of Betrayers.  Most notably, we 
learned the English language 50 years before the others.   If Mir Jafar 
had remained true to the model conduct expected of him, that of 
being totally faithful to his master, the king, and not conspired with 
the Marwari Jagat Seth, Siraj-ud-Daula’s chief financier, and the 
Bengali nobleman, Rajballabh, who knows where history would 
have taken us?   The British would have to wait some more time on 
the wings as we trudged along like the rest of India smarting on the 
heels of the ruins of the once mighty Mughal Empire.  Maybe the 
British or some other European power would have gobbled us up at 
a later date.  Or maybe it would be the Marathas, who showed all 

portents in that direction.  Who knows!  And it is not lost on me that 
the British win at the Battle of Plassey was the springboard to their 
later conquest of the rest of India and spreading out further to 
southeast Asia and later to Africa.  And all this served us Bengalees 
so well.  Our pioneering activities sprouted in many directions and 
occupied prominent places all over India – social reform, religious 
thought, literature, education, art and politics (W. C. Bonnerjee was 
the first President of the Indian National Congress). We were able to 
establish our hegemony all over India in the government services, 
education and in the professions.  The effect seems to have spread 
further afield in places like Burma, Malaysia and Singapore. Many of 
us are still given to nostalgia over the lost good old days, and 
constantly lamenting over it.   

Today, by all accounts, we Bengalees do not stand out – we are no 
different from the rest of Indians.  And that is probably only to be 
expected.  We happen to have no obvious physical or other specific 
ethnic advantages.    It was but only a mere quirk of history (Mir 
Jafar’s betrayal leading to the British success in the Battle of Plassey) 
that put us there and gave us Bengalees a period much to be proud 
of. 

 

িশকেড়র স ােন  
 

Prabir Kumar Sengupta |  1969 EE 

বয়স মােদর অেনক হল - আমরা এখন বাহাত্তের, 

িডেস েরর শষ রিববার কেলজ িগেয় বড়াই ঘুের । 

পুরােনা সব িদেনর কথা আজেক ভীষণ পরেছ মেন - 

ছা  বড় ঘটনা সব যে  আেছ মেনর কােণ । 

ব ু  বেল যােদর পলাম তােদর িক আর ভলেত পাির? 

শহর ােমর দরূ দরূাে  ক য এেলা কাথায় বািড়? 

দশ িবেদেশর নদী যমন সমু ুের হয় একাকার 

আমরা সবাই িমেল িমেশ হলাম যন এক পিরবার। 

সাসাল িক া ির-ইউিনয়েন সবাই িমেল রা  জাগা, 

ািসকােলর গােনর জগত - সই তা থম ভােলালাগা। 

নম  সব িশ া  আগেল িছেলন িপতার েহ – 

নরম-ক ঠন-আদর-শাসন বজায় রােখন একই দেহ। 

 

সকাল বলায় ঘুম ভে  যায় চােখ মুেখ জেলর িছটায় - 

বগল দাবায় নােটর খাতা, কামড় লাগাই পাউ টটায় 
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দৗের িগেয় ােস ঢেকই Attendance এর ভেয় মির, 

কানও ােস proxy চেল কাথাও আবার কড়াকিড়। 

“মাস-কাট” তা হেতই পাের মােঝ মেধ  দু একটা াস- 

ব ু  দেলর চােপ পের “ গেড়রা” সব ভীষণ হতাশ । 

ক টাওয়ােরর ঘিড় যখন জািনেয় িদেলা – খাওয়ার সময়, 

দৗেড় হা জর, চয়ার দখল, এই িবষেয় দরী না সয়। 

সেক  হােফ অফ িপিরয়ড, বাটািনে  আ া মাির। 

বেটর িশকড় হািরেয় গেছ – মােদর িশকড় ভলেত নাির। 

আমরা মািত লডস-ওভােল সবুজ ঘরা খলার মােঠ – 

পরেছ মেন কমন কের িবকাল থেক সে  কােট । 

“অলকা” আর “মায়াপুির”, “ব বাসী” একট দেূর, 

সােহব পাড়ায় গলাম যিদ ধমতলায় এলাম ঘুের। 

Institute Hall এ আিস টিলেফােনর দাদুর খােঁজ – 

েমর কাটঁা িবঁধেলা যােদর তারাই দাদুর মম বােঝ । 

বাতাইতলায় ঝগড়া শেষ কেয়কজেনর জীবন সি ন, 

িতবােদর সই অনশন কা টেয় িছলাম বশ কটা িদন। 

ােক চেড়ই পািলেয় গলাম NCC Camp পানাগেড়র 

কেলজ িফের শা  হেলা – িশ া মােদর হেয়েছ ঢর। 

 

ক টাওয়ােরর ঘিড়র কাটঁা উলেটা িদেক ঘুিরেয় দেবা 

পুরােনা সই িদন েলােক নূতন কের ঝািলেয় নেবা। 

কেলজ- ােসর ব ু  তামায় িচনেত মােটই হয় না ভল 

কউ ভির-দাস, কােরা টাক মাথা, কাহারও আবার প  চল 

 

শার-সুগার- কােলাে েরল আজেক মােদর সবার সাথী 

ই া কের স সব ভেল নুতন কের খলায় মািত। 

বয়সটা তা সংখ া মা , আসল হেলা মেনর মজাজ, 

আয় চেল আয় সবার মােঝ, রাগ দুঃখ ভেল যা আজ। 

িডেস েরর শষ রিববার হা জর হেবা কেলজ মলায়, 

বয়স ভেল চল চেল যাই সই সিদেনর িকেশার বলায়। 

হথায় মােদর িশকড় গাথঁা কেলজ জেুড় নানান ােস – 

অথবা এই সবুজ ঘরা লডস-ওভােলর ঘােস ঘােস ।। 

 

REMINISCING THE OLD DAYS 

Debu Chaudhuri |  1968 EE 

During one of our BE College ZOOM meetings, I was so pleased and 
excited during alumni introduction, hearing their achievements. 
Most of them came after 1975, many of them landed with nice jobs 
with reputed companies, some of them admitted to colleges and 
universities for further study. Over the years they have achieve their 
goals. Their rise in corporation and educational institution are 
enviable to many. Suddenly it came to my mind what happened to 
many of us who came to USA in late sixties through early seventies 
around 1968-1973. Today I will share my experience during that 
period. 

Many of us came due to lack of job during that time in India, some 
came for exploring better prospects. You probably heard from 
others that their struggle started with many different kinds of odd 
jobs. 

I was lucky that I had a few friends from our college. Mercury travel 
agent at Calcutta told me Mr. Chaudhuri just go to NYC your room 
will be ready at Clinton arms at NYC. Only $100 in pocket I arrived at 
Kennedy Airport. I was frankly lucky my friend Arun Saha gave me a 
lead for a job, as helper to a technician to fix elevators. It was in 
weekend that I learnt how to travel by subway. Monday, I went to 
see Bob from Broadway maintenance. I asked for 2 weeks for my 
starting date. I went from door to door with the hope for a drafting 
type job. While in India we didn’t think of manual type of work even 
with more money. But all were in vein, so I started my career as 
helper. Before dispatching to work site we used to go for breakfast. 
All the technicians were very nice people, sometimes they used to 
pay for my breakfast. Unfortunately in 3 months layoff happened, 
last come first go. A day after layoff I got a job for 4 hours as a helper 
to clean and paint the elevator room at the basement of a rundown 
building in Harlem with promise for continuation which never 
realized for a week, but with my good luck I landed another helper 
job, a job that I continued for a long 9 months with a rate of $126 per 
week, an increase from $2.50 per hour.  Due to my a year of 
experience as helper, I got a job with Westinghouse Elevator as 
trainee technician in construction. It was a union job and only 
restricted to well-connected person. Due to my educational 
background WE recommended me to the Union with a serious 
increment to $200 per week. It was more money than a draftsman 
or junior engineer. Job lasted only for 3 months. I was lucky and 
unlucky as union went in strike for long 9 months, but I landed a job 
with large HAVC Company as service engineer which also came to 
end in 3 months due to another layoff. However due to early 
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warning without any break next Monday I started my career with 
small company of 200 people as service engineer, where I moved up 
quickly as electrical engineer, then electrical engineering manager, 
then engineering manager of two divisions of the corporation in a 
very short time (5 years). My life has changed forever; stop thinking 
about failure in life and job etc. My experience in R&D with relay, 
semiconductor, TTL, Microprocessor, PLC and real time machine 
control gave me a leap to a job with NASA project for space shuttle 
program at KSC as supervisory senior principal engineer specialized 
with Hypergolic and pyro technique for lunch from MLP. Life and job 
went on in many directions thereafter.  

 

 

PANDU RAJAR DHIPI 

Gurprit Singh |  1981 MET 

 

 When we visit any of our historical places like Ajanta, Ellora caves, 
Konark Temple at Bhubaneshwar, Taj Mahal at Agra, Qutb Minar and 
Ashoka Pillar at Delhi, we look with awe the craftsmanship of the 
sculptors and metal workers. Our cultural heritage is in this way well 
appreciated by our countrymen as well as visitors from abroad. 
There must be a strong culture of technology in the country which 
created such masterpieces over thousands of years.  

The monuments carved out of stones needed a few basic metal 
implements: chisels and hammers. How did these originate? This can 
only be answered if we try to know about the origin and 
development of ancient Indian metal technology.  

Before the making of basic metal tools, stone-based tools were only 
available which were heavy and got blunted easily and could not be 
used for agriculture. Metal tools are harder, last longer and are re-
workable. Thus, it is said that with the proliferation of metal usage, 
agriculture and stock-raising expanded many times. Also, the 
villages prospered and towns came into being.  

Copper was the first metal man had contact with. The first copper 
used was native copper or the purest possible copper obtained in 
free state. Copper metallurgy in India dates back to the start of the 
Chalcolithic culture in the sub-continent (Chalcos meaning Copper 
and Lithic meaning stone). In this age both copper and stones were 
used for making tools. These date from the time of pre-Harappans 
to the Iron Age in the first millennium BCE thus spanning over two 
thousand years.  

We are well aware of the Indus Valley Civilization which blossomed 
between 2600 to 900 BCE and the people there were master 
metalsmiths. They did not possibly know making iron but the 
artefacts of Copper and arsenical Bronze have been found in good 
number. IVC was spread over a large North-Western area of the 
Indian sub-continent. We do not know whether they reached the 
then geographical area of Bengal but a Chalcolithic culture existed 
in Bengal not long after the IVC. 

Pandu Rajar Dhipi 

 

 It is one of the earliest Chalcolithic sites of West Bengal and India. It 
takes its name from the King Pandu of Mahabharata, as the locals 
believe that Pandu’s abode was here. Literally, Pandu Rajar Dhipi 
means the mound of King Pandu and is located in village Panduk in 
Ausgram, Bardhaman district of West Bengal, 55 kms from 
Durgapur.  

From the artefacts discovered from the Pandu Rajar Dhipi it can be 
related to the Neolithic Age (New Stone Age) like many other sites 
which occur in many diverse areas of the Indian sub-continent.  

Iron has been found here also and it indicates that the civilization 
evolved from Neolithic Age to Iron Age over thousands of years at 
least. Thus, tradition of iron finds in the chalcolithic period stretching 
in Bengal in sites like Pandu Rajar Dhipi and has been dated to 990 
BCE by uncalibrated dates. Samples from Mangalkot and Pandu 
Rajar Dhipi indicate extraction at a low temperature having plenty 
of slag inclusion in the finished objects However, the samples 
pertaining to subsequent phases show better metallurgical skill. On 
the basis of C14, these phases have been assigned a date bracket of 
1000-1200 BCE.  

This area provides one of the three most primitive Iron Age Culture 
in India. Also, at Pandu Rajar Dhipi, a round seal of black steatite of 
Minoan origin has been found. Black-and-Red Ware culture has been 
found at its earliest phase in this site.  

Pandu Rajar Dhipi, belonging to mid chalcolithic period has yielded 
iron objects like a knife, arrowheads. The sample from Pandu Rajar 
Dhipi shows a martensitic structure and it can be said that the 
ancient ironsmiths from Bengal knew the art of steeling, tempering 
and quenching.  

The furnaces reported from here have been dated by C14 from 
1045±55 BCE to 920±50 BCE for the iron objects which have been 
found. Along-with iron are slag are found ‘ash pits’ identified as iron 
furnace. Slag-visual observation, microstructural and chemical 
analysis led to the deduction that smelting was done at a rather low 
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temperature below 1100°C. The hearth was filled with alternate 
layers of charcoal and ore. There is no clear-cut evidence of use of 
tuyeres. Some of the samples (i.e., post chalcolithic) have fayalite 
(FeO.SiO2 - iron silicate) in high quantity which shows an elementary 
knowledge of iron smelting but does not give us a very clear idea of 
the shape of the furnace at Pandu Rajar Dhipi. In India, iron working 
has been traced in Chalcolithic milieu from sites of eastern and 
central India. The earliest furnaces (1100/1000 BCE - 800 BCE) are 
generally circular pits. 

Various Stages in Pandu Rajar Dhipi 

The site has produced artefacts from 6 periods. The Chalcolithic 
Period of Bengal dates to 1600-750 BCE. 

 

Period I 

Pre-metallic Chalcolithic/Mesolithic People of this age produced rice 
even in the first half of the 2nd millennium BCE. The people practiced 
east-west burials and perhaps cultivated paddy before the Chinese. 

 

Period II 

Chalcolithic represents ceramics of red, black-painted red, white-
painted red, black-and-red wares. 

 

Period III 

Transitional age: From Copper to iron. 

 

Period IV 

Antiquities like black-slipped ware, red and grey wares. This period 
may have corresponded with the PGW Culture or Iron Age which 
existed between 1200 – 600 BCE. 

 

Period V 

In this period NBPW (Northern Black Polished ware) was found at 
Pandu Rajar Dhipi and in general it belonged to 700-200 BCE. Such 
red polished ware has been found in Gujarat and dated to 1st century 
BCE. The site was deserted soon after, maybe due to changing 
courses of Ajoy and other rivers or maybe due to flooding or may be 
the people were pushed into Jungles by new arrivals. The site 
remained deserted for a few centuries.  

Period VI 

The site was probably rehabilitated in the early medieval period 
when the Palas were ruling Bengal. Sculptures in the Pala style who 
were Buddhists, some pottery fragments in grey and red wares 
belonged to period VI, or the last period of Pandu Rajar Dhipi 
habitation. The site was abandoned afterwards. It seems that the 
floors of houses were different in different periods and varied from 
beaten moorum to lime plastered surkhi, or ordinary mud-floor, 
plastered with cow dung. 

The people living there from 1600 BCE certainly did not look like 
present day Bengalis. they looked more like the Santhals or precisely 
like the IVC people. 

 

My Visit to Pandu Rajar Dhipi 

 

On the Independence Day, 15th August 2019, this author had the 
opportunity of travelling to Pandu Rajar Dhipi. The height of the 
central part of the main mound (where I am standing in one of the 
pictures below) is 5m from the road-level.  

It took me 1 hr 15 minutes to reach there via Malandighi, Morebandh 
etc. Unfortunately, no correct picture of Pandu Rajar Dhipi exists on 
the Internet despite its prime importance as an archaeological site. 
It was excavated in 1960s and lastly in 1985. On Internet one can see 
pictures of incorrect sites. Very little documentation exists except 
for a classic book by Mr. Dasgupta.  

I reached Panduk at around 11 A.M. The locals helped immensely. 
One must remember there are very few basic facilities and very little 
to explore. The mound is green like the Bhir mound of Taxila but the 
artefacts have been taken away, naturally, by Archaeological Survey 
of India to Kolkata. 

Then something struck my mind and me and my Car Driver Ujjwal 
thought of going to an adjacent school for more information. 
Unfortunately, the students and the teacher in-charge had just left 
after celebrating the Independence Day. Some junior teachers were 
there and I was told researchers come from all over India, 
infrequently. The teachers showed great enthusiasm and word was 
sent to the school in-charge and he came rushing after knowing that 
I had arrived. Exchange of pleasantries happened and he was a gem 
of a person and we exchanged information regarding the mesolithic 
age of this site and the findings of steatite also, which may have 
been imported by river trade. He holds great knowledge about the 
site but to my disappointment said all the artefacts recovered are in 
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Kolkata and even during the 50 years celebration of the foundation 
of the Panduk High School, the artefacts for exhibition could not be 
brought in. However, he agreed to share the pictures of the 
artefacts.  

The in-charge directed us to visit a place 50 metres from the site 
showing Gupta-Age images. I was surprised to find Gupta-Age 
Buddhist images in Bas Relief. First image shows Buddha, to my 
mind. The cranial protuberance of Buddha (Pic -4) seems to certify 
that. The accompanying smaller images reminds one of Gandharan 
Art which showed Bodhisattavas in a frame around the main Buddha 
image. The Gandharan art was slowly Indianized in Indian Gangetic 
plains as Gupta art (Ref: "Gandhara Remembered" by me).  

The dating of these Gupta Age Images can be done to 5th /6th 
century or maybe 8th century CE (Early Medieval period of the Pala 
Kings). The base belongs to some other carving depicting some 
mythological story which may or may not be Buddhist.  

The Goddess in one of the pictures (Pic-3) is called Barai Chandi 
(equivalent to Parvati) and is worshipped here on occasions. It is 
carved on stone as I felt it with my fingers. The image shows a halo 
behind her head and is of Buddhist type. The left-top corner shows 
a lady perhaps goddess Saraswati as it is shown playing a Veena. 
Often the main goddess Durga is accompanied by other goddesses 
like Laxmi and Saraswati, these days also. Fig -5 shows the lower 
torso of some Goddess.  

These might have been washed ashore as the course of Ajoy river 
changed; one can only speculate.  

As we turned back, we surprisingly met a person whose father was 
an ex-employee of ASI and he asked us to visit Ramnagar P.S. and 
visit Barasatwadanga. The visit was fruitless as the Chorra P.S. guys 
started asking some inane questions. Then, a person who pointed 
the direction of Barasatwadanga appeared from nowhere. Already 
in the very narrow village streets, our Toyota Etios was badly stuck 
but Ujjwal manoeuvred nicely. The guy in question took us to 
another site which was supposedly Snanagar of Pandu as per the 
folklore. The place was already given a boundary wall by ASI long 
ago and the artefacts well secured. No immediate digging seems 
underway.  

Mr. Maity, the Panduk School in-charge agreed to share the pictures 
of the artefacts taken away from the sites.  

Once again, I will say the pictures on the internet are incorrect if one 
compares with the latest ones which I share.  
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কীিতনাশা কেরানা 
 

Subhasree Nandy (w/o Nachiketa Nandy |  1983  ME) 

মহামারীর বি ক অ ে র ন’মাস হেত চলল। অথাৎ িবে র গেভ তার 
অব ান, এক ট িশ র াক্-জ েময়ােদর সমসামিয়ক। তেব তার 
অ  িশ র মত িনরপরাধ িনমল নয়। কীিতনাশাও বকী। স কেড় 
িনল িকছ িকংবদ ী।  

একযুেগর িশ  আইকন সৗিম  চে াপাধ ায়, িদকিনেদশকারী 
‘আবিৃ -তেখাড়’ দীপ ঘাষেক। কেরানায় নয়, তবু ‘কেরানা 

াি কােল’ আমরা হারালাম কিব আেলাকর ন দাশ - কও।  

ভাগ বশত িফিরেয়ও িদল ‘কেরানা‘ কিব ীজাত-দবূার মত িকছ 
ি য়জন । 

এই কেরানা শখাল, রাজনীিতেক নিতকতার ওপর াধান  িদেত নই। 
একটা ছা  জীবানুেক একটা দেশর বড়ায় আটেক রেখ, অহং 
িবসজন িদেয় সারা িব েক সতক করণ না করেল, সারা িবে র গােয় 

টবসে র মত তা ছেয় যায়।  

এও শখাল য সেচতনতা িবহীন াযু ক উ িত, কখেনাই 
উ য়েনর িদকিনেদশ কেরনা।  

মাসলম ান দশ েলােকও কমন ভ ালভ ােল অসহায় চােখ চেয় 
থাকেত হয় াকৃিতক রােষর ও শাসেনর সামেন।  

রবী নাথ তারঁ গােনর স াের পুেজা, েমর সােথ কৃিতেকও 
সমমযাদা িদেয় সম আসেন বিসেয়িছেলন। ছািতমতলায় পডা েনা 

য়ায় একটা ‘ কৃিত-স ান দশেনর’ িনজ  ান য রেয়েছ,  স 
আমােদর দৃ  এিড়েয় যায়। 

 খালােমলা আবহাওয়ায় পডা েনার অন  এক ‘দীি ’ আিব ােরর 
মেধ ই, আমােদর দৃ সীমাব তার তৃ াস।  

আমােদর সািবক মেনাভােবর সারাংশ এই য, কৃিতেক িকভােব 
কতভােব অত াচার কের চিল আমরা, তার িহেসব তালা থাক 
গেবষণাকারীেদর িদ া িদ া কাগেজ, কৃিতিবদেদর গেবষণামূলক 
সিমনাের আর সাংবািদক িরেপা টং-এ।  

িক  আমােদর ঝকঝেক বহতল াটবাডী, ঝা ঁ চকচেক গাড়ী আর 
টকটেক বােস চাকুরীরত ছেলেমেয়েদর িনেয় ’িনজ -িব ’ যত ণ 
ঠকঠাক অটট আেছ,  িক এেস গল।  

এই আ েক ক িচরায়ত ভাবনার িবেবেকর দরজােতও, ধা া িদেয়েছ 
‘কেরানা’। থম আমরা এেক দেখিছ ‘জােয়র মােয়র পােয়র ঘা’ 
িহেসেব। অথাৎ অমুেকর তমুেকর অমুেকর হয়েতা হেয়েছ।  

যা অিচেরই ঘেরর মানুেষর ‘ ভি েলশন’-এ পিরণত হেত দরী হলনা। 
িতেবশী- পিরজেনর মতৃ  হাহাকার আমােদর আতে র সােথ 

িবষাদ তায় আ  কের তলল।  
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এর েকােপর আফটারম ােথর িহেসবিনেকষ সবসময়কার 
মত  অ াহ  না কের, আমরা যিদ দেয়র চাখ মিল, তাহেল দখব 
কতজেনর চাকরী হািরেয়েছ, কতজেনর মন  অবসাদ-আ  হেয়েছ, 
ভাচ েয়ল িশ ার নােম ব ু  ও িশ কস কিবহীন িশ া মেন িক 
সুদরূ সারী ছাপ ফেল যাে  ছা  মন ও মন ে —তার িহেসব 
একমা  সময়ই বলেত পারেব। 

কেরানা িশ া িদেয় গল িক ’ ভেলিভউ’ িক ’নথসাইড’ -রাজার িচ ঠ 
সবজায়গােতই হানা দয়। িবেদেশর অসহায় ছেলেমেয় দরূ থেক 
দখল মা-বাবার চেল যাওয়া।  

শষ িবদােয় ’স েকর াসার-বন্িচত’  হেয় রইল বািকজীবন। 
কেরানা াি কােল দখল সকেল  অবসাদ  লাইনার 
িচিকৎসকেদর ‘ পা   মা টক স িডসওডার-আ া ’ হতাশা  
যু ৈসিনেকর মত।  

কেরানা শখাল, সাধারণ মানুেষর মেনর ভূেগােল ‘ঘর’ শ টর 
মানিচ -মূল ।  

 ‘জীিবকা’-র েয়াজেন ঘর বাড়ী ছেড় সারা দেশ ছিড়েয় পেড়িছল য 
মানুষ, মাইেলর পর মাইল িকেলািমটােরর পর িকেলািমটার 
হঁেট  ‘জীবন’ ত  করেছ সই একই মানুষ,  ঘের ফলবার তািগেদ। 

 সে র ১১- ত মতৃ  অবশ াবী জেনও 

অসহায় মানুষ আেমিরকার টইন টাওয়ার থেক অবুঝ ঝাপঁ িদেয়িছল 
শষ মূহেতও জীবনেক জাপেট ধরার  িনেয়- ঠক সই সব মানুেষর 

মত।  

র আেবেগ কেরানা বি কসািবকতায় ‘সাম ’ এেন িদেয়েছ বেল 
যারা আমরা হ চ ফেল িদেয়িছলাম, তােঁদর মুেখ চূণ কািল মািখেয় 
িদেয়েছ, দিলত কন ার ওপর প পী সবেলর নশৃংস অত াচােরর 
ঔ ত ।  

তবুও রাজনীিতর িনয়েম রাজনীিত চেল।িকছ রণেযাগ  টাইমলাইেনর 
মূহত রেখ যায়।  সই িনয়েমই স  হল আেমিরকার িসেড  
িনবাচেনর জন  গণিনবাচন।  

য আেমিরকা এতিদেনও রাে র সেবা  শাসনে ে  মিহলা নতৃে র 
জন  ত িছল না, মারীর ২০২০ উপহার িদল থম কােলা, থম 
বাদামী, থম এিশয়, থম মিহলা ভাইসে িসেড ।  

আ মণ কেরও ‘কেরানা’ আেমিরকার দুদমনীয় িসেড  া েক 
পিরত াগ করল।  

কেরানা ছািন পিরেয় িদল িবে র সামেন িগেয় তােক চেখ নবার 
সাধারণ মানুেষর দৃ েত। িব েক হােত-কলেম জানার দুদমনীয় ই ার 
পােয় পরাল বিড়।  

িগত করেত বাধ  করল অেনক িব েক ক এডেভন্চার, শেখর মণ 
এবং সেবাপির কমসূে র কাজ। তাবড় তাবড় িব েসরা ইনেভ াররা 
‘জজু’ু-র মত কেরানােক ভয় পেয়, তেল িনেলন মূলধন।  

এেকর পর এক কা ানী হল ােজন ও ফােলা। কৃ ম ক 
মােকেটর  

উঠিত ােফর হাতছািন তােঁদর উদ্বু  করেত স ম হল না।  

িক  জীবেনর সব খালখামচা  ও ভাল পাে  িদেলও, িকছ িবেয় িগত 
করল কেরানা। তবুও অিতমারীর মারেক অ াহ  কের কােরা কােরা 
িবেয়ও হল। কােরা বা হল আ ীয় পিরজন িবহেন, অেনক মেনাদুেখর 
কারণ হেয়। 

 িবেয়র আেলার জায়গা িনল দানা দানা অিভমােনর অনুভূিত।  

 

আেমিরকার জ জয়া রােজ র আলফাের ার রা ায় যারা িতন ঘ া 
সিপল লাইেন দািঁড়েয়েছ কাঠ ফাটা রা ুের ভাট িদেত, তােঁদর পথ-

াি  ঘুিচেয়েছ চাখ জিুড়েয়েছ, পােশর চােচর মােঠ নতন জীবেনর 
িত িত িনেয় নবজীবেনর িফেত কাটা অনু ােনর নবদ িত ও 

তােঁদর পিরবার। এেকক ট িবেয়র অনু ােনর দাম িদেয়েছ 
অেনেক।  কেরানা া  জনেক হািরেয় আনে র মূল  িদেত 
হেয়েছ  তােঁদর পিরজনেক।  

তবু সারা িব ময় নবজাতেকর থম কা ােক  করেত পােরিন 
‘কেরানা’। 

কান মা ক হয়েতা কেড় িনেয়েছ কেরানা িক   নবজাতক পু  
উপহার িদেত আটকােত পােরিন, আটকােত পােরিন চারবছেরর 
মাতৃহারা কন ার হােত পুতল পুতল ভাই তেল িদেত সারাজীবেনর স ী 

িহেসেব।  

পৃিথবীর সবচাইেত ক ণতম দৃেশ র মেধ ই হয়েতা জীবেনর 
চলমানতার বাতা সবচাইেত খর ও কট হেয় বহমান ও বতমান রেয় 
গল।  

 

 
তৈ  ী রেব নমঃ!  

      Sumit Ray |  1960 EE 

 

ড র সন, ড র শ র সন, েফসর সন, স ার …। 

  

আর শ রদা। তারঁ সহ ািধক ছা েদর মেধ  সামান  কেয়কজন 
তােঁক এই সে াধন করার সুেযাগ পেয়িছেলা। যারা তারঁ িশ কজীব
নর গাড়ােতই তারঁ কােছ পড়েত পেয়িছেলা, তারা। আিম িবইকেল
জ ঢেকিছ উিনশেশা ছা া  সােল, শ রদা সই বছরই সখােন        

পড়ােত এেলন। শ রদা াস িনেতন থাড ইয়ার থেক, তার মােন   
আমােদর ঠক তারঁ ফা  ব াচ বলা যায় না, তারঁ তরী থম ব াচও    
নয়, তেব তার খুব কাছাকািছ। আমরা দু বছর পের থাড ইয়াের       
পৗ ছলাম, তার মেধ ই শ রদার যাদুগরী পড়ােনার খবর চাউর হেয় 
গেছ। ফাথ ইয়াের উঠেলা আর পাশ কের বেরােত চেলেছ এমন সব

 দাদােদর কাছ থেক উপেদশ পলাম – 
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হ া,ঁ পড়ায় বেট দুই ডা ার, ফা া এেকবাের ঝরঝের, আর যাই কেরা 
বাপু ওঁেদর ােস ফািঁক মেরানা। এই দুই ডা ােরর একজন অবশ ই 
ড র শ র সন । 

 (অন জন ড র চ বত , এস্ . ক.  চ বত , থাড ইয়ার ইেলক্
ক ালেদর িবেশষ গিণত পড়ােতন)। 

   

িবইকেলেজর দাদারা সত া, দু ট উপেদশই খা ঁ ট। শ রদা পড়ােতন
মিশন্, থাড আর ফাথ দুই ইয়ােরই িকনা তা মেন করেত পারিছ না। 

কী পিড়েয়েছন সসব বহকাল েল খেয়িছ, যটা মেন আেছ সটা  
হেলা শ রদা কখেনা প া  িমিনেটর াস পুেরা পড়ােতন না, চি শ-
পয়ঁতাি শ িমিনট পিড়েয় ছেড় িদেতন। যত ণ পড়ােতন তত ণ   
ম মুে র মেতা থাকতাম। কােনা নাট দখেতন না বেল মেন পড়েছ
, আমােদর নাট নবার জন  যেতাট দরকার তেতাটাই িলখেতন াক
বােড, চি শ িমিনট শষ হেয় গেলা বেল একট আপেশাষই হেতা।  

এেকবাের পুেরাপুির ঠক নয়, তখন সদ  িসগােরেটর নশা ধেরিছ, দশ 
িমিনট সুখটান দবার জন  পাওয়া গেলা, সটা িকছ ফলনা নয়। তবু 
মেন হেতা কমু েটটর আর রােট টং িফে র রহেস র আকষণও কম 
নয় — আর শ রদা সসব রহেস র যসব চািব ধিরেয় িদেয়িছেলন তা 
ঘুিরেয় পের অথসং ানও কেরিছ । অেনকিদন পর শ রদােক    
কেরিছলাম এই সময় সংে েপর ব াপারটা িনেয়, বেলিছেলন, দেখা, 
য  িনেয়, ঠকমেতা িছেয়, ছা েদর মেনা াহী কের যিদ বলা যায় 
তাহেল এই কম সমেয়ই যা বলা যায়, ছা েদর স ঠকভােব বুেঝ নবার
 পে  তাই যেথ । আর বশী িদেল আমার ি পােরশেনর ম একট 
কম হেত পাের বেট িক  ছা েদর পে  তা ভার হেয় যােব। 

  

ব পূণ রাশভারী চহারা, ধাপদুর  পাষাক, যেতাদরূ মেন পেড় 
বশী পরেতন হাওয়াই শাট, দখেলই স ম জােগ। িক  খয়াল করেল

 চশমার আড়ােল চােখ একট কৗতেকর ঝিলক নজর এড়াবার কথা 
নয়। শ রদা ােস বেলিছেলন, যিদ কােনা জায়গা বুঝেত অসুিবেধ  
হয় তাহেল ােসর আেগ অিফেস এেস দখা কােরা। ওই কৗতেকর 
ঝিলেক ভরসা পেয় আমরা দুই গাইঁয়া — আিম আর আমতৃ  আমার 
অিভ দয় ব ু  অ ণ কা লাল — একিদন ােসর আেগ শ রদার 
অিফেস গলাম, উিন ডাকেত ভতের িগেয় দিখ মিসেনর বই খুেল 
পড়েছন। আমােদর অভ থনা করেলন, ে র উ র িদেলন খুঁ টেয়,  
তারপর বলেলন, এবার এেসা, আমার ি পােরশনটা শষ করেত হেব, 
এখুিন তা তামােদর াস আেছ। তারপর িনেজই বলেলন, তামােদর 

ােসর ছা রা সবাই ণী ছেল, তােদর সমেয়র দাম আেছ, সই      
সমেয়র দাম তা আমােক িদেতই হেব, আিম তরী না হেয় িগেয় স  
সময় তা ন  করেত পািরনা। 

  

এই একটা ঘটনা থেকই শ রদা আমার জীিবকার আদশ, রাল        
মেডল হেয় গেলন। এবং সারা জীবন তার ব ত য় ঘেটিন। আিম       
ই িনয়ািরং পড়েত ঢেকিছলাম স সময়কার াধীন ভারেত             

যু িবদ হবার ঢউেয়র তােড়, তারপর বছর দুই ঘষার পর          
কারখানায় কুিল তািড়েয় বা মােঠ ঘােট ঘুের বাড়ী বািনেয় বা বাধঁ বঁেধ 

জীবন কাটােনােত িবেশষ উৎসাহ পতাম না, মন বসেতানা পড়ােশানা
য়। তার পর আে  আে  অধ াপনার, এবং তার সে  গেবষণার ব াপা
রটা আকষণীয় মেন হেত আর  কেরেছ। সই সমেয় শ রদার এই 
য ছা েদর মান দওয়া, তােদর অব া না কের তােদর িনেজর কম

য়ােসর ক ােন বসােনা — এটা আমার চােখ এই পশায় একটা    
নতন মা া যাগ কের িদেলা, ই িনয়ািরং পড়েত আসার সাথকতা   
িনেয় য দালাচল আমােক িব ত করিছেলা, তার থেক িন ৃ িত পাওয়া
 গেলা। পাশ করার পেরই আমার গেবষণা / অধ াপনার জগেত     
ঢাকা হয়িন, িকছ কাঠখড় পাড়ােত হেয়েছ, তেব ল টা মাটামু ট 

ধ্ ব িছেলা, অেপ া খািল সুেযােগর। 

  

অেনকিদন পের শ রদার কােছ এই ঋণ টর ীকৃিত দবার একটা    
সুেযাগ পাওয়া িগেয়িছেলা। পচঁান ই সােল প ম বে র মুখ ম ী 
জ ািত বসু দেশর ব বসায়ী ধানেদর এক দল িনেয় আেমিরকায়  

আেসন বািণ জ ক ব াপার িনেয় আেলাচনার জন । স বছর উ র   
আেমিরকার ব  সে লেন তােঁদর িনেয় এক সিমনােরর আেয়াজন 
করা হয়, আিম তার ধান স ালেকর দািয়  পেয়িছলাম। শ রদা 
স দেল িছেলন না, তখন িতিন জ ািতবাবুর ক ািবেনেট িবদু ৎম ী।  

একটা িবেশষ স  িনেয় আেলাচনার ারে  আিম বেলিছলাম য 
আমার কমজীবেনর েত আিম দুই রাল মেডল ি র কেরিছলাম 
— যিদ অধ াপনার কােজ যাই, তাহেল ড র শ র সন আর যিদ     
বািণ জ ক কােজ জু ট তাহেল সাধন দ , যারঁ কােছ আমার এক ট   
অনুেরাধ আেছ। সাধনদা তারঁ কুল জয়ােনর দল িনেয় স সভায়        
িছেলন, িতিন সই অনুেরাধ র া কের তারঁ ঔদােযর পিরচয় দন।   
সই বছরই দেশ শ রদার সে  দখা কের বুঝলাম খবরটা কােন 
পৗ েছেছ, শ রদা বকুিন িদেলন, এ াই, জ ািতবাবু আমার বস, আমার

 বেসর কােছ আমার নােম কী সব লািগেয়েছা? চাখ চকচক করিছেলা
 তাই কৗতকটা বুঝেত অসুিবেধ হয়িন। 

  

সাদর িতম অ েণর একটা মহৎ ণ, স মানুষেক চট কের িনেজর
 কের িনেত পারেতা। ফাথ ইয়াের পিড়, অ  বুেঝ নওয়া দরকার,   
কাল কেলজ খালা অবিধ অেপ া করেত হেব। অ ণ বলেলা চল,   
শ রদার কায়াটােরই যাই। আিম আৎঁেক উেঠিছ, অ ণ বলেল,     
আের চল্ই না। আিম সে হ িনেয় পােয় পােয় অ েণর সে  গলাম, 
স ডাউিনং ধােঁচ পুরেনা আমেলর টানা পাখা চলবার মেতা উঁচ ছাত, 

িবরাট জানলাদরজাওলা বাড়ীেত। স আর এক গরাজ । সখােন     
শ রদা রাশভারী েফসেরর সাজ নািমেয় ফেল এেকবাের ঘেরর  
লাক, দিখ আমার া ন পাড়াতেতা দাদা, মথদা, েফসর িপ এন 

ব ানা জও উপি ত। দুেটা ছাে া পািখর কাকিলেত বাড়ী মুখর।        
উিনশেশা ষাট সাল, অথাৎ মৗ তখন চার বছর, কথা বেল িমিনেট এক 
মাইল। দুবছেরর ছাট মুি  কুতূহলী িক  এখনও ভয় কা টেয় উঠেত 
পারেছ না, থেক থেকই িখলিখল কের হেস ওেঠ। আমােদর খেটাম
টা নাম মুখ  করার সময় মৗেয়র নই, আমােদর নতন নামকরণ    

হেয় গেলা — স িত চশমা িনেয়িছ, তাই চশমা কাকাই, অ েণর    
িবহারী াইেলর মাচ, স হেলা গাফঁ কাকাই আর মথদা হেলন  
গাল গাল চাখ কাকাই। বা বতার চূড়া ! 
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আর আেছন বৗিদ, বুলুেবৗিদ। মূিতমতী ল ী, কৗতকি য়া, লাস ময়ী 
— এেকবাের বাংলা উপন াস থেক উেঠ আসা িনেভজাল বাঙালী    
বৗিদ।  

চাজলখাবােরর ব ব া হে , র ত  নওয়া হে , আমােদর আর 
আমােদর ভাবীেদর িনেয় ফুট কাটা হে , িনতা ই ই িনয়ািরংেয়র 
ব াপার না হেল আমােদর আেলাচনায় ম ব  হে  — সারা আ াটায়
 বৗিদ ছিড়েয় আেছন। স না দখেল বাঝােনা যােব না। তারপর      
কেতাবার শ রদার বাড়ী গিছ, আমরা সবাই অ িব র বদেলিছ িক
 আমােদর বৗিদ সই একই রকম। তারপর একিদন সবাইেক ফেল 
রেখ চেল গেলন। আিম সুদরূ আেমিরকায় বেস খবর পেয় িনবাক হ
য় রইলাম। স বছর কলকাতায় এেস শ রদার সংেগ দখা করেত গ

লাম, বাড়ী যন কাদঁেছ, মূেখর মেতা দুেয়কটা ছঁেদা কথা বেল শ র
দার কােছ বকুিন খলাম। বলেলন, জােনা, িতিন িছেলন এমন একজন,
 বাড়ী িফের যারঁ কােছ সারািদেনর সব ািন, দ, দুঃখ, ক , ভেয়র ক
থা বেল মন হালকা করা যেতা, যন সবংসহা পৃিথবীর মেতা সব েষ 
িনেতন আর আমােক িদেতন শাি । শ রদা তখন উপাচায আর মি

র ধকল সামেল এেসেছন আর সামলাে ন, কােজই তারঁ পে  এই 
শাি র আ েয়র িবেশষ েয়াজন িছেলা। আর বৗিদই সই আ য়দা

ী, এটাও তকাতীত। বৗিদ চেল যাবার পর আিম আর কেয়কবার শ
রদার বাড়ী গিছ, স বাড়ী াণহীন, শ রদা তেপাি  আর আমরা থ
ক থেক ভতেরর দরজার িদেক চাওয়া থামােত পািরনা, এই বু ঝ হা
স া ল বৗিদ সবােয়র কুশল  িনেয় এেস গেলন। 

  

যাই হাক, কেলজ ছাড়ার পর শ রদার সে  দখা হেতা মােঝ মােঝ, 
িরইউিনয়েনর িদন তা িন য়। তারপর আিম িবেদেশ আসার িস া  
িনলাম, শ রদা ভারী খুসী, সবরকেমর সাহায  করেলন, অ াি েকশেন
র রফাের  িলেখ িদেলন। এেদেশর ু ল বলেল িসেলবােসর কিপ দাও
। শ রদা বলেলন কলকাতা িব িবদ ালয় গত প াশ বছের িসেলবাস 
বদলায়িন, স িসেলবাস পাঠােল তামােক তা নয়ই, এখান থেক জীব
ন ওরা আর কাউেক নেব না। বেল িনেজ ফমামািফক িসেলবাস ত

রী কের সই কের পাকা কের িদেলন। তারপর আিম িবেদেশর জীবনযা
ায় জিড়েয় পড়লাম, চার পাচঁ বছের একবার দেশ যাওয়া, গেল অব

শ ই শ রদার সে  দখা করতাম। শ রদা তখন কৃিতর িসিঁড় বেয় 
কাথায় কাথায় উেঠ যাে ন। তার সরাসির সা ী না হেত পারেলও 

অ ণ মারফৎ খবর পতাম, গেব বুক ফুেল উঠেতা, আমার রাল ম
ডল তা! িপএইচিড শষ কের দখা করেত গলাম িবইকেলজ িরইউ

িনয়েন। শ রদা ডাক েন ণাম করা থেক িনবৃ  কের বুেক জিড়
য় ধরেলন। চারিদেক সই সমেয়র ছা েদর ভীড়। বলেলন , এরা সব 
দখুক আমােদর িশ কেদর আর তামােদর ছা েদর মেধ  স ক ক
তা মধুর আর গভীর হেত পাের। দেশ থাকতাম না বেল বুঝেত পাির

িন, পের জানলাম শ রদার এই িবর র উৎস তখনকার ছা  আে া
লেনর ঘরাও, িশ কেদর অবমাননা ইত ািদ িবর কর ব বহার। শ
রদার মেতা উদারমনা, ছা বৎসল িশ েকর মন াপটা বুঝেত অসুিব
ধ হয়িন কােনা। মধুর ও গভীর — এই কথা মেন থাকেব বরাবর। 

  

নতন শতা ীর েত সাদেরাপম সুজন দাশ ে র সে  অবসর না
মর এক ই- জেন জিড়ত িছলাম। তখন আেমিরকায় ইন্

টারেনেটর ব বহার আে  আে  বশ ব াপৃত হেয়েছ, সাশ াল িমিডয়া
 তখন এেকবােরই শশেব, নেটর ব বহার ানভা ার, এন্
সাইে ািপিডয়া িহেসেবই বশী কট, অবশ ই ইংেরজী মাধ েম। আম
রা ভেবিছলাম সই সুেযাগ বাংলাভাষাভাষীেদর কােছও পৗ েছ দবার 
কথা — খািনকটা সা রতা চােরর কথাও ভেবিছলাম। শ রদা 
নই উৎসাহ িদেলন, উপেদ াম লীেত থাকেত রাজী হেলন, িকছ    

অনুেরাধউপেরােধর পর সভাপিত  গ্হেণও। আমতৃ  সই পেদ িছেল
ন, আমােদর পরামশ িদেয়েছন িবপেদস েদ। ২০০৫ সােল অবসের
র আর  কােজর (এ াইে ািপিডক সাইট) একটা পরম সহায়ক পাও
য়া গেলা, আমরা ব ীয় সািহত  পিরষেদর ভারতেকাষ নােম এক ট িব
খ াত এ াইে ািপিডয়া অবসেরর সাইেট ব বহার করার অনুমিত প
লাম। তা না হয় হেলা, িক  সেকেল সাধু বাংলায় লখা িবস্তৃত সব িব
বরণ, আজেকর মােপ মােটই সহজপাঠ  নয়, িকছ মরেচ-
ধরা, ডেটড, সসব তা ক ু টাের সািমল করেত হেব। সই বড়ােল
র গলায় ঘ া বােঁধ ক? শ রদা এিগেয় এেলন, আের আিম করেবা, 
আমার তা নতন অেনক িকছ শখা হেব। শ রদা তখন িরটায়ার ক
রেছন, িক  বেনর মাষ তাড়ােনার শষ নই। আমরা ভারতেকাষ িক
ন এেন িদলাম, বাংলা টাইিপং সড়গড় কের িনেয় উিনও ধরেলন আর 

তারপর দশ বছেরর বশী সময় অবসেরর িত সংখ া ওঁর দােন সমৃ  
হেলা। শষবার দেখিছ ওঁর কীেবাড িব , নতন িকছেতই িকনেত িদ
লন না। তারপের একিদন বৗিদর কােছ চেল গেলন। 

  

শ রদা আমার িবেয়েত এেসিছেলন, সখােন আমার বাবার সে  তারঁ 
পিরচয় কিরেয় িদই। আমার বাবা বেলিছেলন, আমরা িপতারা জ  িদ
য় বাল , কেশার স ানেদর র া কের, িশ া িদেয় আপনােদর মেতা 

িশ কেদর হােত তেল িদই। আপনারাও সই িপতারই কাজ কেরন ও
দর র া কের, িশ া িদেয় ঠক পেথ চলার যাগ  কের বহৃৎ পৃিথবী
ত পা ঠেয় দন। এই কথা ট শ রদার খুব মেন ধেরিছেলা, অেনকবার

 এ কথার পুনরাবিৃ  কেরেছন। শ রদার কথা মেন হেল আিম ভািব ক
থাটা ঠক, শ রদা িছেলন িনছক রাল মেডেলর বশী, িতিন িছেলন 
আমার মানসিপতা। ছােটা ছােটা উপেদশ, বেড়া বেড়া উদাহরণ, 
কােশ  আর গাপেন, সব িমিলেয় আমােক বারবার পথিনেদশ িদেয় এ
সেছন, আমার িপতা যমন ট কেরেছন। তারঁ মনন, কৃিত, কথা, কীিত 

— িকছরই কাছাকািছ আসেত পািরিন। িক  আদশ িহেসেব তারঁ ান
তৃ া, মানবিহৈতষা, িনেজেক আেরা উ ত করার অ া  চ া, ঋজতুা
র সে  অন ােয়র িতবাদ করা — সব দেখিছ, চমৎকৃত হেয়িছ আর 
অ ম হেলও অনুকরেণর চ া কেরিছ, এই আমার সান্ত্ ব্না রইেলা। 
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VISIT TO BALI 

Anjana Ganguly Roy |  1977  ETC 

Long ago, there was a man known as Pan Balang Tamak. His 
neighbors knew him as a lazy man who would lie around the house 
all day while his wife did the chores. 

One day, the head of the village (kelian) announced that the 
following morning, the banjar will get together and clean up the 
village temple. They will start “when the chickens leave the roost”. 
Those who fail to comply will be fined. The village messenger came 
to Pan Balang Tamak’s house and relayed the message exactly as 
the kelian iterated. Pan Balang Tamak agreed to the terms and 
continued his nap. The kelian thought that there was no way Pan 
Balang Tamak could wake up at sunrise. 

The following morning, before sunrise, the villagers were already up 
and running to the temple with their brooms, hoes, scythes, and 
other equipment. Pan Balang Tamak was still fast asleep at home. 
The kelian was smug with victory. Noon came. The temple was 
clean. The villagers were on their way home, when they met Pan 
Balang Tamak, who was headed to the temple. Infuriated, 
the kelian ordered him to pay a large fine for disregarding the 
community commitment. Pan Balang Tamak yawned and stared at 
them innocently. 

“I do not understand why I must pay such a large fine, kelian. Your 
orders were crystal-clear: I was to come ‘when the chickens leave 
the roost’. You did not say anything about an exact time. Now, you 
see, all I have at my house are hens. Last time I checked, hens are 
chickens too. My hens had eggs, so it took them quite a while to 
leave their roost. As soon as they did, I hurried up here,” Pan Balang 
Tamak explained. The kelian and the villagers were struck with 
disbelief. Especially the kelian, who was red with embarrassment. 
Pan Balang Tamak escaped the fine. 

Time passed. The villagers, especially the kelian grew tired of Pan 
Balang Tamak’s witty excuses. They grew so mad, they reported Pan 
Balang Tamak to the King of Klungkung. The King ordered his aide 
to poison Pan Balang Tamak. Pan Balang Tamak knew of the plot to 
kill him. He then talked to his wife about his elaborate plan to face 
death. He subjected himself to fate, eating the poisoned babi 
guling that was brought over by the king’s aide. Once he was dead, 
his wife then dressed his corpse in white robes similar to a priest. 
She then positioned Pan Balang Tamak’s corpse at the 
family bale (open hall) in a sitting position, holding a ritual bell. She 

also hid a cage of bees near the body so it would sound like someone 
humming a prayer. Then, she waited. The villagers were curious. 
They wanted to confirm that the nuisance was dead. But when they 
went to his house, they were shocked to see Pan Balang Tamak 
sitting up straight and humming a mantra. They reported what they 
saw to the king. The king doubted the potency of the poison and 
tried it on himself. He died instantly, leaving the villagers and royal 
family to mourn. 

The stories of Pan Balang Tamak all share a similar theme: outwitting 
the monarchy or existing power structure. He is often regarded as a 
voice of the “small people”, those who are not born with the 
privileges of royalty in Bali. With nothing but his bare wits, he fought 
the monarchy, which ultimately ended with regicide. The morals of 
the story remain the same: be clear of what you say, and be creative 
when solving a problem! 

So near, yet so far. Bali had been eluding us for quite some time but 
this time we were so determined that even the early threat of 
Pandemic in South East Asia didn’t deter us to venture out and 
explore the island, it’s people and culture.  The main thing that 
makes Bali island famous for tourism, is not its beaches, mountains 
and other natural charm, its the value of aesthetic, cultural arts 
based on Hinduism, and the nature of flexibility and tolerance of the 
Balinese.  

Our Tour: 

So, finally, on 16th of February 2020 afternoon we arrived in Bali via 
Bangkok from Mumbai. Arriving at Denpasar airport, we drove 
straight to Ubud, about one and half hours’ drive, where we will be 
staying at Desa Visesa Ubud for next three nights. Our driver Supir 
Gede Monk Arak (Gede), a decent gentleman, was waiting for us at 
the airport with his Innova.  

Inspired by Balinese culture and design, Visesa Ubud resort and spa 
is situated in Ubud, a 15 minutes’ drive from the Ubud market. 
Located in a scenic area, it’s a family resort known for meditation, 
spiritual retreats and healing. The town of Ubud in the uplands of 
Bali, is known as a centre for traditional crafts and dance. The 
surrounding Ubud district’s rainforest, and terraced rice paddies, 
dotted with Hindu temples and shrines, are among Bali’s most 
famous landscapes. Eighth century legend tells of a Javanese priest, 
Rishi Markandeya, who meditated at the confluence of two rivers 
(an auspicious site for Hindus) at the Ubud locality of Campuan. Here 
he founded the Gunung Leba Temple on the valley floor, site of 
which remains a pilgrim destination. The town was originally 
important as a source of medicinal herbs and plants. Ubud gets his 
name from the Balinese word “Ubad” (medicine). 
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On the first day of our trip in Bali, we moved in Central Bali around 
Ubud. Our first stop was Pura Tirta Empul or Sacred water Temple 
about 45 minutes’ drive from Ubud. Tirta Empul was around a large 
water spring in 962 AD during the Warmadya Dynasty (10th-14th 
century). The name of the temple comes from the ground water 
source named Tirta Empul. The spring is the source of Pakerisan 
River. The temple is divided into three sections- Jaba Pura (front 
yard), Jaba Tengah (central yard) and Jeroan (inner yard). Jaba 
Tengah contains two pools with 30 showers which are named 
accordingly: Pengelukatan, Pebershihan and Sudamala Dan 
Pancuran cetik (poison). The temple is dedicated to Lord Vishnu. For 
over a thousand years, Balinese Hindu worshippers have been 
drawn to the Holy Water Temple whose sacred springs are said to 
have been created by Lord Indra and possesses curative properties. 
It is located in the village of Manukayay, near the town of 
Tampaksiring, not far from Ubud (where we are staying), in the 
Gyaniar regency, the cultural heart of Bali. 

 

 

From the Sacred Water Temple we moved on to Kintamani village 
situated at a height of 1500 metres, famous for its cool breeze and 
amazing views of the mountain range. We watched stunning natural 
scenery of Penelokan, a combination of Mount Batur and the 
expanse of black rock with Lake Batur on a blue caldera. according 
to the tourists often called the world’s most beautiful caldera. 
Because the number of tourists grew, Penelokan already has an 
adequate infrastructure facilities complete with lodging and 
restaurants. Kintamani is also famous for Pura Ulun Danu Batur, Pura 
means Temple, Ulun and Danu means `lake Source, so the temple 
means Batur Lake Source Temple. Constructed in 17th Century, the 
temple was dedicated to Lord Vishnu and to the goddess of lake 
Devi Danu. The original temple survived multiple volcanic eruptions 
of mount Batur, was relocated to a safer area and finally rebuilding 
and restoration was completed in 1926.  

 

After finishing Pura Ulun Danu Batur, we went to Luwak coffee 
plantation and testing centre. Luwak is a specialty of Bali. Coffee 
beans are fed to an animal, Civet and the whole bean (since Civet 
can’t digest the beans) are collected from its poop. The beans are 
then washed, skin removed, roasted, grind and sieved to get final 
product (coffee powder). It’s very strong and slightly bitter in taste 
than the normal coffee. We also saw a paddy terrace, famous 
terraced paddy cultivation in central Bali. 

 

On 18th morning our first stop was Goa Gajah or the Elephant Cave. 
Located just 10 mins outside of Ubud, Goa Gajah is a significant Hindu 
Archeological site. Goa Gajah is locally known as Elephant Cave 
because of it’s close proximity to the Elephant River. A mysterious 
cave, relics and ancient bathing pools set amidst green rice paddy 
fields and gardens lure tourists from nearby Ubud. The menacing 
entrance to Goa Gajah looks like a demonic mouth suggesting that 
the people are entering an underworld as they venture inside 
through complete darkness. Some claim that the entrance 
represents the Hindu earth god Bhuma, while others say that the 
mouth belongs to the child-eating witch Rangda from Balinese 
mythology. It is declared as a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1995. 
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Goa Gajah is thought to date back in the 11th century, although relics 
predating this time were found within proximity of this site. The first 
mention of Goa Gajah or the Elephant cave was in the Javanese 
poem Desawarana written in 1365. The cave was rediscovered by 
Dutch Archaeologists in 1923, but the fountains and the bathing 
pools were not discovered until 1954. Despite the ancient 
significance of The Elephant Cave, the last exploration took place 
during 1950s; many sites still remain unexplored. Literal pile of relics 
with unknown origins have been laid out in a surrounding garden. 

The leading theory suggests that Goa Gajah was used as a hermitage 
or sanctuary by the Hindu priests. Although accredited as a Sacred 
Hindu site, a number of relics and the close proximity of a Buddhist 
Temple suggests that the site held special significance to early 
Buddhists in Bali. 

For such a busy tourist attraction, the Elephant Cave itself is actually 
quite small. As we entered through the dark, narrow passage, the 
cave abruptly ends in an intersection. 

The left passage contains a small niche with a statue of Ganesh, a 
Hindu deity reminiscent of an elephant. The right passage holds a 
small worship area with three stone Lingam in honour of Shiva. The 
complex also contains seven statues of women, of which one is 
destroyed by earth quake, holding water pitchers that depicts seven 
holy rivers of India : the Ganges, Saraswati, Yamuna, Godavari, 
Sindhu, Kaveri and Narmada. Altogether about 1515 steps are to be 
negotiated to see the entire complex including the Buddha Temple. 
So, tourists with knee problems or with children are advised to take 
their decisions accordingly. 

From Goa Gajah, we moved on to Tegenungan waterfall, locally 
known as Air Terjun Tegenungan is one of the most popular and 
visited waterfall in Bali. The waterfall is Located within a tropical 
jungle in the village of Kemenuh, Sukhawati sub district, Gyniar 
Regency. Tegenungan waterfall offers a picturesque view in a 
hidden space of Bali. The blooming trees in the surroundings have 
successfully completed the beauty of the waterfall.  

A great discharge of water falls down a cliff surrounded by damp 
plants. You can take a shower in natural water in the wide pond 
located at the bottom of the waterfall. 

As the waterfall hid in a paradisiacal jungle, the sound of nature will 
set visceral effect. In conjunction with the calming water sound, the 
sound of birds chirp complete the solemn atmosphere. It is one of 
the few waterfalls in Bali that is not situated in highlands or 
mountainous territory and therefore, is not very high but contains 
enormous amount of water throughout the year. 

 

 

When you are travelling with family and kids, a visit to Bali Zoo is a 
must. So, we spent the afternoon with our little one in the Zoo. 

We bid adieu to Ubud on 19th and moved towards Southernmost 
part of Bali - Nusa Dua. The journey took us almost two and half 
hours due to heavy traffic around Ubud. Nevertheless, it was very 
pleasant driving through the countryside of Bali and enjoying natural 
beauty along the narrow zigzag road through the villages. On our 
way, we visited Ubud Monkey Forest. The forest lies within the 
village of Padangtegal, which owns it. The village residents view the 
Monkey Forest as an important spiritual, economic, educational and 
conservation center for the village. 

The Monkey Forest Ubud has 186 species of plants spread over an 
area of 12.5 hectares of rainforest. As the name suggests, It’s the 
sanctuary and natural habitat of the Balinese long-tailed monkey. 
About 1049 monkeys live in this sanctuary, which are divided into six 
groups based on their location. You need to be very careful with 
your belongings specially mobile phone, spectacle, sunglasses and 
bags etc while moving through the Monkey Forest. Monkeys are 
quite infamous to snatch them. Also, be careful while snacking inside 
the forest. It’s advisable to travel light in the Monkey Forest. The 
Monkey Forest is Home to three Hindu temples constructed around 
1350. The Pura Dalem Agung Padangtegal also known as the main 
temple used for worshipping Shiva. The Pura Beji or Beji Temple 
used for the worship of the goddess Ganga and the Pura Prajapati or 
Prajapati temple for worshipping Prajapati. 

 
On reaching Nusa Dua, we checked into Conrad Bali and was 
mesmerised by the sheer beauty of the landscape overlooking the 
Ocean and it’s private beach. We decided to enjoy the property and 
it’s surrounding for rest of the day and evening rather than 
venturing out. Anyway, two more days are still left. 
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Next morning, we went to the beach and enjoyed some water sports 
there. After lunch, we first visited Garuda Vishnu statue, a 122 meter 
tall statue located in Garuda Wishnu Kencana cultural park. It took 
28 years to build this massive statue of Vishnu riding a mythical bird. 
It’s the tallest structure in Indonesia, the world’s tallest structure of 
a Hindu deity, and if you consider its base, the fourth tallest structure 
in the world. Back in 1990, the Indonesian artist and sculpture 
Noyman Nuarta came up with the design of this statue. Construction 
of the same started in the year 1997 and after 28 long years since 
conception, the statue was finally inaugurated in September 2018. 

 
 

 

From Garuda Wishnu Kencana cultural park, we went straight to 
Uluwatu temple as time was running out for the famous Kecak 
dance in the temple compound. Uluwatu temple is a Balinese Hindu 
sea temple located in Uluwatu. It is regarded as one of the sad 
kahyangan and is dedicated to Lord Rudra. The temple is built at the 
edga (ulu) of a 230ft high cliff (watu) projecting into the sea. The 
structure was significantly expanded by a Javanese sage, Empu 
Kuturan in the 11th century. In the evening, we saw Kecak dance in 
the Uluwatu temple compound. Kecak Dance is the most unique 
type of Balinese dance. It is not accompanied by any musical 
instrument/ gamelan. Instead, it is accompanied by a choir of around 
40-70 (depending on the dancing platform) bare chested men. The 
dance comes from a Sacred dance, Sang Hyang. In Sang Hyang 
dance, one of the dancers is possessed by spirits and communicated 
with the gods or ancestors who have been purified. Today’s Kecak 
dance was based on Ramayana, which was enacted in four scenes 
spanning about an hour. 

 

Bali is known as the Island of the Gods for a reason. It’s one of 17,500 
islands in the Indonesian archipelago, yet even among its colorful 
neighbors—and even after decades of tourism development—it 
stands alone in its incomparable beauty. It is part of the Coral 
Triangle, which has the highest diversity of marine species on earth, 
making the coral reefs that surround the island a spectacular sight. 
Despite the island’s small size, its population holds most of 
Indonesia’s Hindu minority. Bali is known for surfing, ancient 
temples, and palaces, but also has active volcanoes and wild jungles. 
It has white-sand beaches in the south, and striking black sand in the 
north and west and most importantly it is pocket friendly. So, after 
a satisfying trip, we returned to Mumbai via Bangkok just before the 
pandemic hit India. 
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 অ য়কুমার দ  ও 
ঈ রচ  িবদ াসাগর 

Debasis Bandyopadhyay |  1981  ETC 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

BITCOIN AND BLOCKCHAIN 

  

Karabi Bandyopadhyay (w/o Debasis Bandyopadhyay |  1981  ETC) 
 
What is Bitcoin  
Bitcoin, also known as BTC, is a digital currency which is used for 
making online financial transactions. The financial transactions are 
performed for trading goods and services by various traders who 
accept bitcoin as mode of payment. The financial transactions are 
totally de-centralized, i.e., not controlled by any central authorities 
or governments. Unlike hard currencies (such as dollars, yens or 
rupees) which are created and printed by respective governments, 
bitcoins are generated by programming and secured by a 
technology called cryptography.  

Cryptography is a technology that is used to secure any digital data 
against possible tampering during online transmission. It employs a 
mechanism by which the data is combined with a mathematical 
function called private key which generates a new encrypted data 
which is difficult to recognize and hence modify or misuse. This 
process of modifying original data with the help of a private key is 
known as encryption. The encrypted data is then transmitted 
through online media to the designated receiver. The receiver 
performs a reverse process called decryption with the help of 
another function called public key in order to generate the original 
data. In this manner the original data remains protected from any 
type of modification during transmission. This process of using a pair 
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of encryption keys, namely private key (for encryption) & public key 
(for decryption) is known as public key encryption. Bitcoin employs 
cryptography for securing the transaction and is also known as 
cryptocurrency.  

Bitcoin was first invented by an anonymous person named Satoshi 
Nakamoto in 2009. It was generated by a mathematical process 
called mining and was since then used for trading of a wide range of 
goods and services by numerous customers and companies. Many 
big corporations such as Microsoft, Amazon, Expedia, CVS 
Pharmacy, Kmart, WordPress, HomeDepot etc., accept bitcoin for 
selling operations. Although in some countries, bitcoin is not 
considered legal tender for performing government or banking 
transactions, in countries like United States, Japan, Russia, India, 
Singapore, Germany, Canada, Holland etc., bitcoin is considered as 
legal tender.  

Bitcoin can be exchanged for any valid currency (such as US dollar 
($), Japanese yen (¥), Indian Rupees (₹)) through online transaction. 
The value of bitcoin is volatile and varies according to the market 
demand and amount of trading at any instant. As of Nov, 2020, 1 
Bitcoin = 16725 USD. Several small amounts of bitcoin are available 
for making transactions, such as mBTC (milliBitcoin = .001 Bitcoin), 
Sat (Satoshi = .00000001 Bitcoin) etc. People can buy Bitcoin after 
paying by US dollar, Indian Rupee etc., and make financial 
transactions using Bitcoin.  

A bitcoin is a string of data consisting of 34 alphanumeric characters. 
It is called Bitcoin address. It comes with a private key/public key pair 
each of which is a 256-bit data. The private key is combined with 
Bitcoin address to generate an encrypted Bitcoin address which is 
secured against tampering. The private key is kept secret by the 
owner of the Bitcoin. If the private key is lost the bitcoin will be lost 
forever as it is impossible to make any bitcoin transaction without 
the private key. The encrypted bitcoin address is transmitted to the 
designated receiver of the payment along with the public key 
through online mode. The receiver (payee), on receiving the 
encrypted bitcoin address, will apply the public key, to decrypt it and 
get back the original bitcoin address. The receiver, in turn can reuse 
the bitcoin address for making another payment transaction to 
other vendors, using another set of private/public key pairs. Thus 
bitcoin transaction is secured with the help of cryptography. 

 
Bitcoin Mining  

The bitcoin address is generated by a mathematical process called 
mining. The mining is done by professionals called miners who solve 
a mathematical algorithm to find out a valid 34-character bitcoin 
address that will satisfy all criteria for performing bitcoin 
transactions. There are in total 21 billion valid bitcoin addresses and 
the job of a miner is to guess a unique & unused bitcoin address 
which could be used for making bitcoin transactions. The miner who 
generates a new bitcoin address gets a reward of 12.5 unused bitcoin 
addresses but the reward amount varies with time and get reduced 

by every 4 years. Apart from creating new bitcoin addresses, miners 
also create bitcoin transaction blocks which records bitcoin 
transactions. After a bitcoin transaction is made, corresponding 
bitcoin transaction block is created by the miner and added to a 
public network called the blockchain which contains numerous 
bitcoin transaction blocks recording all bitcoin transactions ever 
made. 

 
The Blockchain 
The blockchain is a public network consisting of a number of 
software blocks that record details of bitcoin transactions. All the 
blocks are connected with each other like a chain and hence the 
name. It is also called digital ledger as it stores financial transaction 
records just like an accounting ledger. The blockchain software is 
open source and can be downloaded free of cost from internet. 
Anyone with an internet connectivity can download the entire 
blockchain containing thousands of blocks. 

Approximately a new block is added to the blockchain at every 10 
minutes. Anyone can edit the blocks in a blockchain using blockchain 
software just like Wikipedia. However, as all blocks are 
interconnected, any attempt to illegally changing any block gets 
immediate attention and immediately gets corrected by others. The 
hash function (of previous block) present in each block 
automatically detects if the previous block is tampered by any 
fraudster and appropriate actions are taken.  

As all the blocks are connected, the entire blockchain history is 
available for cross-checking. Whenever a new block is created by a 
bitcoin miner, the miner broadcast the information to all blocks and 
checks if the particular bitcoin mentioned in the new block is actually 
unused or not. If it is found that the same bitcoin address in already 
spent by the same owner, the later transaction will be cancelled. 
Similarly, if it is found that the bitcoin owner is not the valid owner 
of the bitcoin as per the blockchain records, it will be concluded that 
the later user has illegally copied/stolen the bitcoin address from the 
valid owner and hence the later transaction will be cancelled. Thus 
blockchain prevents copy/duplication of bitcoin addresses and stops 
double spending of the same bitcoin. If it is found that the bitcoin 
address is unspent and is owned by a legitimate owner, then the 
transaction block is added to the blockchain, the bitcoin transaction 
will be completed and the miner gets a transaction fee in terms of 
bitcoin.  

Thus in one hand the blockchain prevents any attempt to tamper 
any bitcoin transaction block with the help of hash function. On the 
other hand mining technology prevents any attempt of double 
spending of same bitcoin by two users. Because of these two 
security reasons, bitcoin is considered as most secured way of 
making financial transactions. More and more people are purchasing 
bitcoin by spending hard currencies such as US dollar etc., and 
perform financial transactions using bitcoin for purchasing various 
goods and services. As bitcoin is completely de-centralized with no 
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central authorities to control the currencies as well as the 
transactions, it is easy to make overseas and cross-border 
transactions without paying any extra foreign exchequer and 
licensing fees. Thus bitcoin offers an extremely secured and hassle-
free mode of online financial transactions. 

 
How to Get Bitcoin  

A user can purchase bitcoin from a Bitcoin Exchange by paying in 
dollar (or any other valid currency). Popular bitcoin exchanges 
include Coinbase, Binance, Bitstamp or BitQuick. The user gets 
bitcoin address along with private key/public key pair using which 
he/she can make financial transaction using the bitcoin. Bitcoin can 
be exchanged for various goods and services from traders who 
accept bitcoin for payment transactions. Any time, the user can sell 
the bitcoin in the exchange and get back the normal currency, such 
as dollar.  

Bitcoin once purchased must be stored in a bitcoin wallet. A bitcoin 
wallet is a software that stores bitcoin addresses and private/public 
key pairs, all of which are digital numbers. Whenever a user 
purchases bitcoin from an exchange, a bitcoin wallet is generated. A 
single bitcoin wallet can store multiple bitcoin addresses and 
private/public key pairs. Depending on the usage, there are four 
different types of wallets: 
 
Software Wallet: This is a software that stores bitcoin address as 
wekl as private key/public key pairs and is capable of performing 
bitcoin transactions using block chain.  
 
There are four different types of software wallets as follows: 
  
o Full Client: The full client wallet stores entire blockchain software 
consisting of all bitcoin transaction blocks and can be downloaded 
in user computer free of cost. The size of full client is around 150 GB 
and requires high processing power for making any transaction 
involving bitcoin. These are also known as hot storage as they are 
kept online and are not safe as they suffer from various online 
threats such as stealing or hacking. Full clients need regular backups 
as any new transactions in blockchain must be incorporated before 
making any new transactions.  
 
o Lightweight Client: These are software wallets that contain only 
part of blockchain and hence require less storage space as well as 
less processing power. For making any new bitcoin transaction, they 
need to consult full clients through online mode.  
 
o Online Client (Cloud Client): These are also known as web 
clients. They download bitcoin blockchain from cloud servers as 
and when required and perform bitcoin transaction. They have to 
rely on the cloud service providers for privacy and security issues. 
These are not very safe as there is a chance that the private keys 

are compromised for making fraudulent transactions by 
unauthorized persons.  
 
o Mobile Client: These are software applications that run on user 
mobile devices. They are similar to online clients and depend on 
cloud service providers for making bitcoin transactions.  
 
 Hardware Wallet: These are digital devices that store Bitcoin 
address and private/public keys in offline mode. This is the safest 
among all wallets as they are not connected to internet and hence 
free of any security threats such as stealing or hacking. However, if 
the device itself gets lost, the user will lose the bitcoin address & 
private/public key forever as there is no way to recover a bitcoin 
address by any means. Hardware wallets are also known as cold 
storage as they are not connected to internet. At the time of making 
bitcoin transaction, the bitcoin address and the keys need to be 
transferred in any software wallet so that transactions could be 
made through blockchain.  
 
 Paper Wallet: These are hard copy (paper copy) of the bitcoin 
address and private/public key pairs. These are nothing but printouts 
displaying the bitcoin address (a number) and private/public keys 
(some other numbers). User can store these papers in any secured 
place such as bank vaults or lockers so that in case the hardware 
wallet gets lost, it can recover the bitcoin using any software wallet.  
 
 Bitcoin ATM: These are special ATM machines that receive hard 
currency (such as dollars or rupees) and returns bitcoin address and 
private/public keys to user bitcoin wallets.  
 
Challenges of Bitcoin  
 

The bitcoin offers an extremely safe and secure way of making 
financial transaction and is adopted by numerous users and 
companies across the globe as a means for making transactions. 
However, bitcoin is not free of challenges. As it offers a hassle free 
and cheaper option to make overseas transactions across the 
international borders, it is often used by illegal drug peddlers and 
terrorists for making transactions without being caught. As there is 
no central regulating authority, it is very easy for criminals to bypass 
lawmakers and government agencies and make unlawful 
transactions. For these reasons, some governments and banks do 
not allow bitcoin transactions for their official use. In spite of these, 
more and more people are resorting to bitcoin transactions to avoid 
frequent hacker and other security attacks resulting financial and 
other losses. 
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URBAN PLANNING IN A POST 

PANDEMIC SCENARIO 

  

Kausik Bandyopadhyay |  1978  CE 

 
Fall of Cities invaded by Virus 

 
Recent Covid19 virus has reportedly originated in Wuhan an 
industrial town of China and subsequently spread  initially to the 
industrial hubs of entire world like Milan, New York, Moscow, 
London, Sao Paulo, Johansbarg etc. These cities were the epicentres 
of this Corona virus pandemic due to their superior connectivity in 
this era of integrated globalised economy. Spread of  SARS or Ebola 
virus a few years back was anticipated to be restricted within a small 
geographical area. But on the contrary virus spread to some cities of 
Africa mainly due to the improved connectivity consequent to the 
economic globalisation. 
 
                   Now, question arises not only with our urbanisation but to 
be specific, the pace of rampant urbanisation. Manhattan's slum has 
11,000  residents per each square Kilometre area. But population 
density of Dharabhi slum ( Mumbai) is at least it's ten times. It is 
obvious that the population of such cities have surpassed their 
respective carrying capacities in terms of civic facilities and urgent 
health-care services etc. Moreover, the broad area of public health 
including health care infrastructure in public sector is victim of 
habitual apathy of our policy makers which is evident from 
successive health budgets for the last few decades. 
 
In a welfare state right to life as well as right to health, although 
included as our Constitutional rights hardly any citizen believes it. If 
we could learn any lesson from last pandemic or last generation, 
implementation of that becomes restricted this time due to such a 
high density, fast growing cities. But there are many things to be 
learnt from this pandemic. In Kampala, Uganda some local business 
owners, grocers have started an app based distribution of essential 
items for old and infirm  through cycle - boys. Such an innovative 
approach may save many lives through arresting spread of 
infections. But that cannot save a large population from the. 
onslaught of retrenchment, joblessness, starvation and non 
availability of treatment for Non - Covid 19 as well as some Covid 19 
patients for several months altogether. It may be very difficult to 
gather authentic data pertaining to such suffering of helpless people 
due to pandemic. 

 
Pandemic scenario - one century ago 

 
In the post industrial revolution period one may see some signs of 
obsession of capitalist economy with the population density of 

industrial cities like Bombay, Calcutta etc. Credit of creating Urban 
planning units like Calcutta Improvement Trust (1911) and Bombay 
Improvement Trust (1898) go to the nightmare of cholera / plague 
epidemic just in the preceding years of those endeavours. 
         
It is stated in the paper presented by Mr C. S. Bompas the then 
Chairman, CIT: 
"   In the year 1896 plague epidemic reached Calcutta city in spite of 
elaborate precautions. The disease became epidemic and between 
1900 to 1905, 7000 deaths from plague occurred annually, after which 
it gradually abated. 
 
          This visitation drew attention to the insanitary conditions of the 
city. In 1896 a Medical Commission enquired into those conditions. Its 
revelations led to the appointment of the Calcutta Building 
Commission in 1897, which reported on the amendments needed in the 
rules relating to the building and streets in Calcutta, in particular 
insisted on the need of stricter enforcement of the law. 
 
                   The Commission also drew attention to the need of 
controlling the growth of the town, and recommended the creation of 
an Improvement Trust. Bombay had adopted the same resolution. In 
1898 Bombay Improvement Trust was formed, and was able to set to 
work at once ........." 
 
                   Obviously moot point here is whether we have learned 
any lesson from our past. 
 
Urbanisation and urban environment 

 
Urban planning controls urban environment which has a definite 
impact on health. Inter- relationship among relevant factors are 
shown in a sketch attached below. Built   environment is directly 
governed by Planning comprising parameters like sizes of open 
space and road width adjacent to the building etc. and their overall 
system which creates a human habitat. This particular system mostly 
decides the characters of other correlated systems shown in the 
sketch attached, although some options are left in the hands of 
residents, concerned administration etc. 
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Each external sphere shown in the sketch decides the nature of 
internal sphere representing health and joy of residents. For 
example by improving quality of air and water, safety of pedestrians 
& cyclists, increasing or decreasing the provision of playground and 
aesthetics of visual pleasure on the wayside, " built environment" 
may  encourage or discourage a healthy lifestyle among the citizens. 
Some features promoted by market economy pampered by a 
section of policy makers such as car oriented transportation and city 
planning promote unhealthy lifestyle. Several cities of the world 
witnessed sudden growth of at their fringes in the form of luxury 
resorts, shopping malls, fashionable offices and unplanned low-
density housing. Most of these activities rely heavily on 
car ownership.  Obviously, it invites continued expenses for road 
development and rising cost of Medicare due to loss of daily 
activities / fitness consequent to unhealthy lifestyle like avoidance of 
walking. Children and elderly population of such areas remain 
mostly confined to these limited territory due to non-availability of 
mass transportation. It may be pertinent to point out here that 
during expansion of any city towards its fringes adequate number of 
hospitals / health centres should be provided assessing projected 
demand based on proper survey. 
 
World Health Organisation (WHO) projects 

 
Through Healthy City Project in eighties WHO attempted at building 
a live contact with the Planning wings of different European 
Cities  by conducting a questionnaire survey with limited success. 
Policy makers of urbanisation found conflicts between private profit 
and public budget on one hand and between ever growing car - 
population & priority for zoning and health parameters of planning 
on the other hand. With a view to make "human health " as main 
goal behind Urbanisation, WHO published in 1998 a document - " 
Healthy Urban  Planning – A WHO guideline to people. “  
 
Environmental, social and economic determinants of "Public 
health” have been highlighted in this document. Health and 
wellness of human body & mind and Improving Quality of life were 
made central theme of this Urban planning model. But it was 
ridiculous to find that instead of Planners "Healthy City" wings of 
most Municipalities were filled with Doctors and Public health 
professionals. 
 
Urban planning for Health: a paradigm shift 
 
Urban environment is a complex socio political system which 
comprises interplay of contradictory expectations, interests and 
priorities from various stakeholders often having mutually 
conflicting interests. Precondition for a different approach in Urban 
planning aiming at better human health calls for including the 12 
goals of sustainable development: 
 
(i) promoting healthy lifestyles (especially regular exercise); 

(ii) facilitating social cohesion and supportive social networks; 
 
(iii) promoting access to good-quality housing; 
 
(iv) promoting access to employment opportunities; 
 
(v) promoting accessibility to good-quality facilities (educational, 
cultural, leisure, retail and health care); 
 
(vi) encouraging local food production and outlets for healthy food; 
 
(vii) promoting safety and a sense of security; 
 
(viii) promoting equity and the development of social capital; 
 
(ix) promoting an attractive environment with acceptable noise 
levels and good air quality; 
 
(x) ensuring good water quality and healthy sanitation; 
 
(xi) promoting the conservation and quality of land and mineral 
resources; and 
 
(xii) reducing emissions that threaten climate stability 
 
                Urban planning, in this light, is seen as a key means of 
promoting health and well-being. Equivalently, human health, well-
being and quality of life are seen as central purpose. 
  
Now, with a view to protect the sensitive zones of any city either 
of  following two methods may be adopted : 
 
a) use of a filter type device to guard against the probable sources 
of air or noise pollution in the city ; or 
 
b) segregation of two zones of the city : again it may be achieved by 
                 b1) creation of a buffer zone  between said two zones of 
contradictory land use patterns such as offices & other commercial 
establishments, employees mess in one zone and residential areas 
in the other zone. But such method relies on large number of traffic 
generation between two zones (which  conflicts with healthy 
lifestyle) on one hand and under utilisation of infrastructure capacity 
in the business area beyond office hours on the other hand. 
                 
                 b2) said buffer zone may be converted into a green belt 
comprising playground, parks, bikeways etc. 
                 
                    Running business with wild lives, deforestation, 
transforming land - characters for profit and plundering the wildlife 
habitats have inevitably endangered bio diversity badly facilitating 
pandemic situation. Balance between entire living world and human 
beings are at stake due to suicidal human misadventures. 
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                     In fact, Urbanisation is a socio economic, political and 
ecological process. Due to over concentration of human beings and 
materials Cities continue to invade lands of it's fringes all around 
irrespective of its traditional character like farm lands, abandoned 
factories or mines in an unjust manner. Above all a urban lifestyle, 
particularly in this era of consumerism necessitates a mammoth 
infrastructure and a set of industries for sustaining  and running the 
show! Such industries stretches the limit for man - environment 
balance steadily towards an environmental disaster in search of their 
raw materials. In a Capitalist society such activities are done by 
intimidating and silencing the critics and dissenters through several 
methods of coercion. 
 
                          Some inherent limitations of present state of affairs in 
Urbanisation is clearly exposed by some senior journalists that 
undoudtedly one of the main architects behind the growth of our 
infrastructure and economy are the labourers & construction 
workers who have to travel across the state borders whenever 
situation demands so. Instead of taking care of their health, food 
and shelter properly their employers and the State in most cases 
branded them as migrant workers and made them practically 
stateless citizens in their own country. As they are engaged at a 
province far from their home & family, they are usually deprived of 
all sorts of social securities like health insurance, ration through 
public distribution system etc. Present pandemic revealed how 
human rights of migrant workers have been grossly violated with 
impunity with a catastrophic effect on the pandemic scenario for the 
entire nation! 
 
De-construction and Re-construction of lost Dreams 
 
People of colonial India often imagined that once our beloved 
motherland becomes free from the exploitative shackles of British 
colonial regime all  citizens would prosper leading to a decent 
livelihood for all. However, in reality the scheme of things unfolded 
otherwise as witnessed by us! Present pandemic in addition to 
highlighting the environmental & lifestyle issues has brought to the 
fore the paramount problem of loss of livelihood, unemployment 
and gross deficiency in the areas of health-care infrastructure as well 
as development of proper knowledge & skill through education. As 
per India Today's survey around 12.2 crore Indians have lost their 
jobs due to adverse effects of pandemic. Inability to refashion our 
age-old education system suited to the changing needs of the fast 
changing industrial scenario has rendered a vast population of our 
educated middle and lower middle class jobless orthrown out of the 
industries. 
 
                               Education system may be reviewed and revised only 
based on a detailed analysis of survey data for arriving at an accurate 
decision. Present pandemic also bursted the myth of present 
Development model’s superiority based on over concentration of 
man and resources in cities leading to their over consumption in a 
most unsustainable and ecologically vulnerable manner. Situation 

demands an alternative model striking a balance through mutually 
beneficial integration between cities and small towns/ villages, 
between large and small industries/ agriculture. Large hinterlands, 
rural areas and towns of various sizes must attract our creative 
attention for socio economic resurgence of the nation through 
optimum utilisation and "quality improvement" of our human 
resources. Present era of internet and “work from home options” 
may also come handy in this respect.  Our every adult must get a 
proper chance to earn his living with dignity. In such a scenario in 
near future, the role of knowledge and innovative approach will be 
paramount. Youth of today never shied away from the path of 
innovation to prove their mettle. Even in this, apparently dark days 
of pandemic could not deter them from accepting such challenges - 
research on virus, cheap ventilator, medicines for the dreaded 
pandemic are only few examples among others. To overcome the 
prevailing acute economic recession, instead of indulging in lip 
service and cheap publicity state must come forward effectively to 
foster and encourage the development of such small ventures in the 
form of "start-up" & others. 
 
                               In fine, situation calls for a radical change in our 
prevailing concept of Urbanisation mostly embracing unsustainable 
features on one side and an industrial scenario pertaining to over 
dependence on giant industries or corporations for jobs on the 
other side. However, commanding heights of our PSUs as envisaged 
by architects of our new-born nation must be preserved in the 
interest of toiling masses. It is some sort of De construction. Again, 
our proper emphasis and focus must be on rejuvenation of 
agriculture, agro industries and proliferation of environment 
friendly industries in rural areas and towns, which may be termed as 
Re- construction. 
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History 
 

Oil has been produced from offshore locations since the 1950s. 
Originally, all oil platforms sat on the seabed, but as exploration 
moved to deeper water and more distant locations in the 1970s, 
floating production systems came to be used.                                                                                                                      

The first oil FPSO was the Shell Castellon, built in Spain in 1977. The 
first ever conversion of a LNG carrier (Golar LNG owned Moss type 
LNG carrier) into an LNG floating storage and regasification unit was 
carried out in 2007 by Keppel shipyard in Singapore.  

The last few years’ concepts for LNG FPSOs have also been 
launched. An LNG FPSO works under the same principles as an Oil 
FPSO, but it only produces natural gas, condensate and/or LPG, 
which is stored and offloaded. 

 
Working Principles 
 

Oil produced from offshore production platforms can be 
transported to the mainland either by pipeline or by tanker. When a 
tanker solution is chosen, it is necessary to accumulate oil in some 
form of tank such that an oil tanker is not continuously occupied 
while sufficient oil is produced to fill the tanker. 
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Often the solution is a decommissioned oil tanker which has been 
stripped down and equipped with facilities to be connected to a 
mooring buoy. Oil is accumulated in the FPSO until there is sufficient 
amount to fill a transport tanker, at which point the transport tanker 
connects to the stern of the floating storage unit and offloads the 
oil. 

There are two main types of FPSOs, the converted Oil tanker option 
or the purpose built option. These might be disconnectable or 
permanently moored. The FPSO design will depend on the area of 
operation. In benign waters the FPSO may have a simple shape or it 
may be a converted tanker. Often an external Turret is applied in 
such areas e.g. West-Africa. For more harsh environments like the 
North Sea an internal turret is the likely option and the vessel should 
have a refined shape. This in order to position itself towards the 
wind and reduce environmental forces on the moorings. All ship-
shaped FPSOs in the North Sea are purpose built and most are 
permanently moored. FPSOs may also be Semi-Submersible type 
platforms with storage or cylindrically shaped. These are moored in 
fixed orientation. 

An FPSO has the capability to carry out some form of oil separation 
process obviating the need for such facilities to be located on an oil 
platform. Partial separation may still be done on the oil platform to 
increase the oil capacity of the pipeline(s) to the FPSO. 

Floating Production, Storage and Offloading vessels are particularly 
effective in remote or deepwater locations where seabed pipelines 
are not cost effective. FPSOs eliminate the need to lay expensive 
long-distance pipelines from the oil well to an onshore terminal.  

 
Advantages 
 

They can also be used economically in smaller oil fields which can be 
exhausted in a few years and do not justify the expense of installing 
a fixed oil platform. Once the field is depleted, the FPSO can be 
moved to a new location. In areas of the world subject to cyclones 
(NW Australia) or icebergs (Canada), some FPSOs are able to release 
their mooring/riser turret and steam away to safety in an 
emergency. The turret sinks beneath the waves and can be 
reconnected later. 

 
Specific Types 
 

A Floating Storage and Offloading unit (FSO) is a floating storage 
device, which is simplified FPSO without the possibility for oil or gas 
processing. Most FSOs are old single hull supertankers that have 
been converted. An example of this is the Knock Nevis, the world's 

largest ship, which has been converted to an FSO to be used 
offshore Qatar. 

A LNG floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU) is a floating 
storage and regasification system, which receives liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) from offloading LNG carriers, and the onboard 
regasification system provides natural gas send-out through  

 
Structural design of FPSO Topside Modules 
 
Reference Codes 
 

 ABS Guide for FPI  ABS Guide for Building and 
Classing Floating Production Installations (2004). 

 ABS Rule for MODULE ABS Rules for Building and 
Classing Mobile Offshore Drilling Units (2001). 

 ABS Rule for Steel Vessels 

 ABS Guide for Offshore Installations 

 API RP2A – WSD   Recommended Practice for 
Planning, Designing, and Constructing Fixed Offshore 
Platforms – Working Stress Design, 21st Edition 

 AISC – WSD   Specification for the Design, 
Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings, 
Allowable Stress Design, 9th Edition 

 AWS D1.1   American Welding Society – 
Structural Welding Code 

 ASTM   American Society of Testing Materials 

Material Properties 
 

     The Module structure is made of steel conforming to the   
following properties: 

 Steel density:   7.85 MT/m3 
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 Young’s modulus:   205000 Mpa 
 Poisson ratio:   0.3 
 Minimum Yield stress Fy considered for all 

members is taken as follows: 
 

 

Environmental Loads 
 

Environmental loads include wind loads. Wind load has been 
calculated considering shape factor = 1.0 with screen area being the 
pipe rack overall projected area. Wind has been considered to have 
eight heading directions (X, -X, Y, -Y and at 45 degree angles).  
Positive X-direction represents the hull from stern to bow and the 
positive Y-direction represents the hull from starboard to port side. 

 

The maximum wind speed during transit is *** m/s (10 year return) 
for 1-hour average at 10 meters above mean sea level 
 
Basic Load Cases with Load Factors 

 
The basic load cases considered in the design are summarized in 
Table below 

 

 

Aft, in naval terminology, is an adjective or adverb meaning, towards 
the stern (rear) of the ship, when the frame of reference is within 
the ship, headed at the fore. 
 
Hogging and Sagging of Ship 
 
Hogging and Sagging develop in the ship due to following reasons. 
When the sea wave hits the ship, ship develops compression. The 
ship deck develops hogging shape. The hogging shape develops 
differential settlements in the supports of the structure which 
develops moments and stresses in the structure. Similarly, when the 
sea waves retreats, ship develops tension. The shape of the ship 
deck is sagging which develops moments and stresses in the 
structure as mentioned above. 
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In-Place Analysis 
 
Operating Conditions 
 
The structure in-place analysis for the operation phase shall include 
two possible conditions: Normal operations with on-spec 
productions and Extreme operations with off-spec productions 
using the high roll period and an increased allowable stresses for 
Extreme Condition. Both in-place Normal and Extreme operating 
conditions shall include vessel flexibility (hogging / sagging) effects, 
wind and sea wave loading according to storm condition, and the 
appropriate accelerations due to motions during the event. 
 
Damage Condition 
 
An additional in-place condition shall be analyzed for a damaged hull 
case during operations. The resulting condition of the hull is a static 
inclination due to a 22.5-degree heel and/or a 10-degree trim. The 
case is considered an extreme condition, and therefore, a stress 
modifier as mentioned in Table 9.0 is allowed for the analysis. The 
22.5-degree heel and/or a 10-degree may vary if Client provides 
separate data. 
 

 
 
Blast Condition 
 
An additional in-place condition shall be analyzed for blast of a 
equipment during operations. The resulting condition of the hull 
flexibility is not affected by blast. The case is considered an extreme 

condition, and therefore, a stress modifier as mentioned in Table 9.0 
is allowed for the analysis. 
 
Transportation Condition 
 
A three-dimensional stress analysis shall be performed for each 
topsides module considering the transit aboard the facility from the 
shipyard to the site. Inertial forces derived from motions during 
transit will be included in the analyses. Accelerations calculated from 
the vessel motion analysis are included below. Flexibility of the 
vessel (hogging / sagging) must also be included in the investigation. 
Accelerations at the deck are given below and are to be used in the 
transportation analyses for all the modules. The accelerations were 
calculated based on a transit conditions with a 20-degree roll at a 14-
second period and a 3-degree pitch at a 14-second period. 
 
Hydro-Test Analysis 
 
Module structures shall be analyzed using hydro-test loading to 
check localized design. The analysis should account for systematic 
loading associated with flooding a portion of the production system 
with water. Hydro-test of the modules will be conducted in the 
fabrication yard or shipyard, and therefore, no environmental, 
inertial, or hull flexibility loading is required. Simultaneous hydro 
testing of all equipment requires Client approval. This approval 
depends on the structural analysis loading used for the hydro testing 
phase. 
 
Lifting Analysis 
 
Lifting of Module is required to place module over the barge and 
transport and lift to FPSO. Lift analysis shall be performed to 
determine stresses imposed on the structure in accordance with API 
RP2A. Only loads present during lift shall be included in the analysis. 
All temporary items (lifting spreader bars, slings, shackles, 
temporary bracing, installation aids, fabrication equipment and 
materials left on the module, etc.) necessary for lifting, 
transportation, and installation works shall be included in the lift 
analysis. 
 
Method of Analysis 
 
The INPLACE, TRANSPORTATION & LIFTING analysis is a classical 
static linear analysis of a three dimensional space frame computer 
model of the module main structural frame. 
 
Structural stiffness interactions between the FPSO hull deck and the 
module are taken into account only through prescribed 
displacements applied at the module supports. Prescribed 
displacements used in the analysis are the hull deck longitudinal 
deformations calculated for the FPSO hull alone without the 
topsides modules. 
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Due to ship’s motion and acceleration, inertia forces induced by the 
FPSO motions on the module masses are defined through an all 
inclusive set of the maximum accelerations to be applied to the 
module along the three translation directions. 
 
Several conditions of the elementary loads are considered in order 
to determine the worst case scenario for each member and to size it 
accordingly.  
 
Software Used 
 
The analysis of the module is performed with the software STAAD 
Pro Latest Edition/Version for structural analysis and design. Design 
of pipe lines is performed with Ceaser. Design of pressure vessel is 
done with PV light and holding tank non pressure type is done with 
API 650 Tank. Holding Tank with medium to small internal pressure 
is designed as per API 620. Some auxiliary designs like welding, 
anchor bolts etc. are done by software developed in house in MS 
Excel. There are other software like SACS used for structural analysis 
and design. But STAAD Pro with latest version is used mostly since 
most Clients prefer the STAAD Pro with latest version because it is 
easy to understand. The author designed one FPS0 by SACS. Here 
API stands for American Petroleum Institute. 
 
Most of the clients want design to be done by American Code like 
AISC, AWS, and ASME etc. Some clients like UK client want design to 
be done by codes of their countries. EURO Codes are also preferred 
by European Countries. STAAD Pro has in-built codes and steel 
sections facility of most countries. If section properties of some 
unconventional sections are not available in STAAD Pro., there are 
provisions to create section properties in STAAD Pro 
 

 
 

 

 
 
Lift Analysis 
 
The procedure adopted for installing the module has been 
conceptualized as per the arrangement shown in the Figure 4-1. At 
the time of module lifting, the weights of some heavy equipment 
were off loaded from module and separately lifted and placed in 
module.  The other equipment dry weights with necessary piping 
load are included in the lift analysis. The module weight considered 
for lift analysis is 504 MT. The spreader bars available in Client’s 
inventory are used in the analysis. Necessary pad-eyes for lifting are 
designed based on the lift analysis results.   
 

 

Drawing: Arrangement of Lifting 
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Lift Factors 
 
The following lift factors are used for lift analysis as per Structural 
Design Basis: 
 
1.265 (DAF 1.15 x SKL 1.1 x Consequence factor 1.0) for all structural 
members not connected to lift points; 
1.71 (DAF 1.15 x SKL 1.1 x Consequence factor 1.35) for all structural 
members directly connected to lift points. 
Where, DAF= Dynamic Amplification Factor, SKL= Skew load 
In addition to the above factors, a factor of 1.1 has been used for COG 
shift consideration. 

 

Schematic View of Complete Model 

Loads Considered 
 

DEAD LOADS 
 STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 
 RAILINGS, LADDERS etc.. 
LIVE LOAD  
 FOR WALKWAYS 
INERTIA LOADS 
 ACCELERATIONS IN DIFFERENT CONDITIONS ARE 
CONSIDERED 
 

 

EQUIPMENT LOAD 
 
 EQUIPMENT DRY WEIGHT 
 CONTENTWEIGHT 
 HYDROTEST WEIGHT 
PIPING LOAD 
 PIPING AND VALVES DRY WEIGHT 
  CONTENT WEIGHT 
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT AND CABLE WEIGHTS 
 

Basic Load Cases 
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HE CRIED FOR AIR 

Pinaki R Chakrabarti |  1961  CE 

 
I cannot breathe! 
I cannot breathe! 

Of course, he cannot, 
The weight of bigotry is chocking him, 

The weight of blind hatred is killing him, 
Helpless world is watching, 

All the weight is on his neck, 
He cannot breathe. 

 
His helpless cry echoed through the still air, 

His last request for air is denied, 
Pinned down on the ground, like a cattle, 

His last request for air is denied. 
 

He cried before, hundred years ago, 
He cried before, to everyone around, 

There was no listener then, 
There is no listener now. 

He needs air now, he has to cry. 
“I cannot breathe”. 

 
Is God listening? 

Or, is he deaf too? 
For him there is no other way, 

But to cry. 
I cannot breathe! 
I cannot breathe! 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

DOWN MEMORY LANE 

Ajay Debnath |  1970  EE 

 

 

Painting: Heaton Hall Old View (No trees to block the view) 

 

 

Painting: Mihir Kumar Chatterjee – Oldest Graduate from Bengal 
Engineering College (IIEST), 1945 CE 
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KOLKATA 

Partha Pratim Ghosh |  1967  CE 

 

 

 

 

BEQUIZZED 2020 

 
The first ever virtual Quiz event organized by GAABESU, 'BeQuizzed 
2020' took  off with the Prelim round held on Saturday, 19th 
December @ 8 PM IST.  
 
The event received an overwhelming response with 27 teams, from 
graduating batches spanning between 1981 and 2020,  registering 
for the Prelim round. The contestants were spread across multiple 
cities in India, as well as global locations like UAE, Singapore, USA, 
UK, the Nederlands and Germany.   
 
An entertaining two hours of a very lively session followed, where 
intelligent questions were complimented with amusing audience 
polls and humorous bits of nostalgia. The event was hosted by our 
two dynamic Quizmasters Arindam Mukhopadhyay and Mayukh 
Datta, while the tech support was provided by Parbati Bose and the 
overall Zoom coordination managed by Swapan Saha.  
 
The following Eight Teams in no particular order made it to the 
Finals: 
 

 
 
The final held on 26th Dec, 2020 turned out to be a battle of nerves 
and the winner was: 
 

Team: BAKULTOLA BUNDELBAAZs 
 

Members 
Subhabrata Ghosh - EE 95 

Udayan Chakraborty - EE 95 
Sudipta Seal - Arch 99 

 
The entire event was recorded and has been uploaded on 
GAABESU's official YouTube channel 
 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuD1qfGw-ticWNSZAGk3mzQ 
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DEPARTED SOULS IN 2020 

 

 
*This is as per available information till 25th Dec, 2020 
 

 

 

NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY 

2020: ITS INTENT AND 

IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Tarun Basu |  1967  CE 
 
A clearly defined, well-designed and liberal education policy is 
essential for every country as education is the cornerstone of 
economic and social progress. Different countries adopt varied 
education systems, based on their respective traditions, need and 
culture. 
 
Recently, the Government of India took a big leap by announcing its 
new education policy, the National Education Policy 2020 (NEP 
2020), almost three decades after the last major revision was made 
in 1986.  It took six plus years of work and consultations with 
thousands of educators, policymakers, and members of civil society 
to give shape to the 1985 announced policy document named, 
“Challenge of Education”.  The NEP builds on the recommendations 
from the first Education Commission of 1964–66 (Chaired by D. S. 
Kothari) and Justice J. S. Verma Commission (2012) as well as the 
previous versions of the National policy on Education 1986 (NPE 
1986/92), Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 
2009 and Rights of Persons with Disabilities (RPWD) Act, 2016. 
The NEP 2020 boldly envisages three significant changes: 1) It seeks 
to shift from content-driven curriculum that motivated rote learning 
to applied learning, 2) Develop an assessment model that covers 
educational, physical, and mental well-being of the students, and 3) 
Heuristic learning through vocational skills, quantitative thinking, 
and proficiency in the newest areas like data science and coding.  
The larger goal is to make Indian students to be a part of the global 
society who are ready to take any future challenges. 
 
The policy is highly aspirational, aiming for India to have an 
education system by 2040, that is second to none, with equitable 
access to the highest quality education for all students, regardless 
of social and economic background, keeping the focus on the 
student.  To make the Indian education system globally competitive, 
the Government aims to increase the education budget from 4.46% 
to 6% of GDP (which may not be sufficient as the population is 
increasing every minute).  It visualizes to convert the current system 
into a ‘highly equitable and vibrant knowledge society’ by increasing 
the enrolment ratio and improve education for nearly 300 million 
students in the country through a multitude of reforms. 
 
To this end, the policy sets out comprehensive reforms that will 
affect every student, from the early childhood to her first playschool 
to an ambitious master’s degree considering a Ph.D. program.  The 
reform at the school level includes increasing the importance of 
mother tongue and regional languages as the medium of instruction 
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up to fifth grade and preferably beyond that.  Sanskrit and foreign 
languages will also be given emphasis. The policy also states that no 
language will be imposed on the students.  Under the 
Multidisciplinary Education and Research University (MERU) 
framework reforms in the higher education system is carried out by 
classifying the higher education institutions as Research Intensive 
University, Teaching Intensive University and Autonomous Degree 
Granting Colleges in conjunction with setting up the Higher 
Education Commission of India (HECI).  The previous structure of 
having multiple regulatory bodies such as UGC, AICTE, NAAC, and 
various councils were believed to raise standardization concerns.  
India’s higher education system is endemic with high segmentation 
and specialization rates, which prevents students from having a 
comprehensive understanding of different concepts.  For example, 
students in STEM (Science, Engineering, Technology and 
Mathematics) fields have no room to think about liberal arts.  The 
boundaries of specializations have been so set up that students do 
not get a chance to establish an interdisciplinary understanding in 
those streams. 
 
The career management and advancement of faculty in institutions 
involved in higher education have been mostly arbitrary and are 
based on seniority rather than recognition of merit.  This has created 
disincentives in pursuing research or quest for innovation. 
Universities or colleges are carrying out very little research.  There is 
very little scope for conducting any research on any novel or 
innovative ideas.  One of the critical reasons for the little research 
being carried out is the bifurcation of higher education into two 
types of institutions, one is teaching, and the other is research 
institutions.  There is also little research funding relative to other 
nations.  Reform should include motivations and encouragements 
by giving incentives to both teaching and research-intensive 
institutes. 
 
India has one of the largest networks of higher education systems in 
the world, with more than 900 universities and 40,000 colleges.  But 
Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) in higher education, is only 26.3%, 
which is much lower compared to other BRICS countries such as 
Brazil (50%) or China (51%).  It is very much lower, compared to those 
in European and North American countries (more than 80%). India 
must improve its status in the global higher education arena for 
sustainable economic growth, which would be primarily driven by 
the knowledge resources and not depend on the natural reserves.  
As per the reports, India will need additional 1,500 plus new higher 
education institutions by 2030 to accommodate a huge inflow of 
students, and the government is paving the path for FDIs (Foreign 
Direct Investment) and open the ECB (External Commercial 
Borrowing) route to strengthen the capital pool for the education 
sector.  However, it should be remembered that Foreign Universities 
will be coming for revenue and not for philanthropy.  Central 
Government must provide financial help to all students who are 
qualified for admissions to these institutions but do not have any 
means.  

Some may ride the waves of optimism with this new education 
policy reform that now it would be possible to get quality education 
as global universities will establish their footprints in India.  But on 
the other hand, some believe that this will increase inequality by 
increasing the cost of education and will create challenges for local 
institutes as foreign providers will take unfair advantage of the 
market including imbalanced distribution of wealth in the society.  
The policy proposal has its fair share of advantages and 
disadvantages in addition to complex processes with various 
national and international tendencies thus, it cannot be analyzed in 
absolute terms. 
 
The ministry is looking to boost India’s image as an education hub in 
the backdrop of more than 7 Lakhs of Indian students are studying 
abroad.  The intention of this policy is that allowing foreign 
universities will enable world-class education available locally at a 
significantly lower cost without travelling and will considerably 
reduce the likelihood of human capital migrating to other countries 
for job prospects.  
 
According to the different global surveys, cross-border education is 
beneficial for the economy and brings a wider level of global 
awareness, cultural perceptive, and competitiveness.  Foreign 
collaborations enable local institutes to design their curriculum in 
alignment with international pedagogy and offer a diverse portfolio 
of subjects and specialization to students. 
 
The per capita budget allocation in higher education has been 
diminishing for a country like in India, due to the growing student-
age population group; foreign players may be allowed to invest in 
the market to ensure capacity building and infrastructural 
development.  The feasibility can be justified, but a proper 
regulatory framework is essential.  Basically, the decision of allowing 
foreign universities to set up operations in the country is to boost 
the education reforms and will go a long way in not only improving 
the quality of education but also the application of the effective 
education curriculum in India. 
 
NEP offers Choice, Chance, and Change, but we must wait for things 
to unfold and see how it gets implemented.  Providing more 
resources for academic and infrastructure facilities to the existing 
and new institutes, giving complete autonomy to each institution 
with respect to administration, curriculum, and choice of the 
medium of instruction, selecting most qualified person for each 
position and making sure all qualified students can attend HEI 
irrespective of their financial conditions are some of the very 
important issues that need to be addressed for NEP 2020 to be 
successful.   
 
Indian engineering education is well known in the global arena and 
established decades old brand identity in terms of structural stability 
and quality of output.  Since engineering education is directly linked 
with overall economic growth of the country, it is the call of the hour 
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for our stakeholders to identify the challenges in implementation of 
NEP 2020 for engineering education by developing the appropriate 
mechanism and incorporating associated changes based on our 
inherent strengths and through backward-forward linkage. 
 
GAABESU has decided to discuss the policy challenges in 
implementing NEP 2020 in engineering education and has invited a 
panel of prominent educationists and policymakers to examine the 
pros and cons of the proposed policy.  We hope to get their 
perspectives on NEP which may help IIEST administration in charting 
a path for excellence. 
 
Panel Discussion: Challenges in Implementing NEP 
2020 in Engineering Education 
 
Discussion by a distinguished panel on Global Alumni 
Day of BEC/BESU/IIEST, Shibpur 
 
Date: December 27, 2020  
Time: 08.00 pm IST 
 
Panelists and topics for Discussion: 
 
Dr. B. N. Suresh, an internationally acclaimed space scientist, 
recipient of Padma Sri (2002) and Padma Bhushan (2013), 
Chancellor, Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology, 
Honorary Distinguished Professor of ISRO, Former President of INAE 
(2015-18), Former Director of Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (2003-
07)  
 
Proposed topic: (a) What is truly new and novel about NEP? (b) How 
will NEP impact crucial technology development in India?  
 
Dr. Srikumar Banerjee, Chancellor of the Central University of 
Kashmir and Homi Bhaba National Institute, DAE Homi Bhabha Chair 
Professor, Former Chairman of AEC and Secretary to DAE, Former 
Chairman, BoG (2014-17) and a Distinguished Alumnus of IIT 
Kharagpur, Recipient of Padma Shri (2005) and Bhatnagar Award 
(1989), Fellow of INSA, INAE, IASc, NASI and TWAS, and Humboldt 
Fellow and Humboldt Prize winner 
 
Proposed topic: (a) How can NEP help India be truly ‘Atmanirbhar or 
Self-reliant? (b) Can NEP promote the culture of translation of 
knowledge to technology?    
 
Smt. Amita Sharma, Former Additional Secretary, Technical 
Education, MHRD, GoI and Visiting Professor IDC, IIT Bombay 
 
Proposed topic: (a) How will the pyramidal structure be realized 
through NEP for 100% school education and > 50% GER country wide 
in tertiary level? (b) How can the functional autonomy be 
safeguarded in higher education institutions (HEIs) through NEP? 
Who will implement NEP and how? 

Dr. Debashish Bhattacharjee, Vice President (Technology and New 
Materials), Tata Steel Limited and Fellow of INAE 
 
Proposed topic: (a) What reforms did the industries expect in NEP? 
(b) How can NEP make India globally more competitive?   
 
Dr Manish Gupta, Director of Google Research India, Infosys 
Foundation Chair Professor at IIIT Bangalore, Former CEO of 
VideoKen, Formerly at R&D of Xerox and IBM in India, Senior 
Manager at the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, New 
York, Distinguished Alumnus Award from IIT Delhi and a Fellow of 
ACM and INAE 
 
Proposed topic: (a) Can education through digital platform replace 
classroom teaching and laboratory training? (b) How can 
mathematical skill and scientific training be improved through NEP?    
 
Professor Soumitro Banerjee, Professor, IISER, Kolkata, a JC Bose 
Fellow, Bhatnagar Awardee, and a Fellow of IEEE, INSA, INAE, NASI, 
IASc and TWAS 
 
Proposed topic: (a) How to reorient a teaching intensive Institute 
(like IIEST, NIT, etc.) to a research-intensive Institute with a 
particular focus on advanced technology development via NEP? (b) 
How important it is to raise the allocation for education to over 3.5-
4.0 % of GDP and spending on R&D be > 2 % of GDP?  
 
Anchor: 
 
Professor Indranil Manna, Vice Chancellor, BIT, Mesra and Professor 
IIT, Kharagpur, Former Director, CSIR-CGCRI and IIT Kanpur and 
President Elect, Indian National Academy of Engineering 
 

 
Source: Times of India 
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LIST OF DONORS FOR ALUMNI 

DAY 2020 

 
 
*This is as per available information till 26th Dec, 2020 

 

ANUP - THE PEERLESS 
 

Debanjan Sengupta |  1997  CE 

Gopal Mitra |  1998  CE 

Sandip Nanda |  1995  EE 

Sujit Bhattacharya |  1995  CE 

 “… in a fleeting moment, life comes to a screeching 
halt; and then it crawls back to a restart in a 
painstakingly slow motion…” 

At this time, the name of Anup Routh, 98 Civil Engineering graduate 
from our alma mater, has probably become quite well known to the 
BEC/BESU/IIEST fraternity. Anup has fought a long, challenging, and 
amazing fight with the COVID infection. And, the larger fraternity of 
BEings came together, to stand united with Anup, as one single 
family, in his amazing battle. The story of Anup is one, that can be 
told repeatedly, as a testament to a heroic individual’s fight against 
a ruthless disease and the coming together of the brothers and 
sisters of BEC in his support. This story is, at its heart, a shining 
example of the BEing spirit. 
 
Anup was diagnosed as COVID positive in September 2020. Sudipta 
Routh, Anup’s wife, had been hearing about the COVID 19 virus for 
many months, and knew that COVID mainly affects the lungs. On 
that front she believed Anup to be stronger than most as he was a 
teetotaler, a non-smoker, and had a physically active lifestyle. She 
had to ensure not only Anup, but her two sons Akash (aged 15) and 
Ankush (aged 7), and herself were taken care of. But unluckily for 
Anup, he was afflicted by a severe strain of the virus, and within two 
days of being admitted to CMRI Kolkata in the second week of 
September, he had to be moved into intensive care unit (ICU). 
 
Anup had left his job with M N Dastur about a decade back and 
started his own consulting firm where almost 40 people were 
dependent on him, either directly or indirectly. Even after he was 
diagnosed with COVID, Sudipta & his family were sure he would 
recover fast enough and be back to running his company and taking 
care of his household. But unlike the usual 14 days, he took 37 days 
to be declared COVID negative. Also, the condition of his lungs did 
not allow him to leave the ICU and come out of high-flow nasal 
oxygen (HFNO) support. The continuing discomfort in his lungs was 
diagnosed as COVID Fibrosis of lungs, which is a comparatively 
newer disease about which not everything is still known. And there 
was worse to follow. 
 
He had already spent more than five weeks at CMRI Kolkata but was 
not showing any sign of improvement. At that time, he had to be 
moved to Fortis Kolkata to avail the treatment from one of the best 
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pulmonologists (Dr. Raja Dhar) in Kolkata. However, after 10 days in 
the ICU of Fortis Kolkata, Dr. Dhar informed Sudipta that lung 
transplant was the only thing that could save Anup. The novelty of 
lung transplant was not the only thing that shook up Sudipta. She 
was also informed that only a handful of hospitals in the country 
were equipped to carry out lung transplant, and the approximate 
expense for this procedure was upwards of INR 1 crore. Even if they 
were able to find a hospital that was willing to take in Anup for a 
lung transplant, where would they find a donor. After all, anyone 
could live with just one kidney, or stay healthy even after donating a 
piece of their liver. But unlike other organs, lungs & hearts can only 
be transplanted from brain dead humans only, and only if they or 
their family members have given their consent. More importantly, 
by now they have already spent more than INR 20L in two hospitals 
and without another 1 crore in hand, how could they even proceed 
for the surgery.  
 
It was at this point that Sudipta found the first of many such heroes 
to stand by her side. A senior of Anup’s from Bengal Engineering 
College, who was involved from day one of his treatment, started to 
engage many more BEC friends, including Anup’s batchmates, for 
different activities. That alumnus spent hours every day speaking to 
doctors and then translating their medical language to Sudipta and 
also counselling her, while Anup’s batchmates strengthened their 
fund collection efforts. His batchmates took the first initiatives for 
fund collections and on-ground support for Sudipta. But very soon 
they realized that a handful of volunteers could do the running 
around on the ground, but they would never be able to raise all the 
money needed. A Facebook Campaign page was created, and 
collectively they reached out to the different WhatsApp groups of 
alumni, involving groups of different batches, locations, and 
departments. This had a multiplier effect, and soon almost all alumni 
who were in touch with their college friends got involved into the 
effort directly and indirectly. GAABESU also stepped in to support 
Anup. 
 
The word spread quickly among the B E College diaspora spread 
around the world and in different parts of India. Donations came 
pouring into Sudipta’s account, accompanied by prayers of hope 
and strength. The target amount was so humongous that even after 
the initial contributions it seemed too big and too distant. A 
crowdfunding campaign on Milaap was also launched by Sudipta’s 
family with the help of some of our alumni. This appeal was quickly 
shared on different social media portals, and within a few weeks 
Sudipta experienced first-hand what ‘going viral’ meant. This helped 
the appeal for funds quickly reach hundreds of people who did not 
know Anup and were not even remotely connected to B E College. 
Anup and his family received an unprecedented amount of love and 
prayers and financial support from all over the world, not only from 
those related to BEC/BESU/IIEST but also many others throughout 
the world.  
 

Anup had been airlifted to MGM Hospital, Chennai, on 7th November 
for his lung transplant. MGM is one of the most reputed hospitals in 
the country for lung transplants. Over the next few weeks doctors 
took many attempts to treat Anup’s lungs and make it better if 
possible while waiting for donor lungs, and also enlisted him in the 
national registry of registered recipients and donors. There had 
been several ‘organ alerts’ for lungs in response to Anup’s listing but 
unluckily all of them had fizzled out due to some or the other 
medical reason. Things came to such a pass that Anup was getting 
restless being in ICU beds for almost 3 months, but there was 
nothing to do but wait. The wait for a suitable donor was a long and 
painful one for everyone involved. The closest call was when a 
prospective donor from Madurai, for which Anup was made ready 
for transplantation but thorough testing forced the doctors to reject 
these lungs on medical grounds. Everyone was understandably 
devastated. Anup had spent more than 90 days in ICU by then and 
was growing increasingly despondent and restless. His college 
seniors needed to have long video calls with him to keep his spirit 
up. 
 
Thankfully, the good news did not take long after that. Donor lungs 
were finally found, and on the 17th of December 2020, the long-
awaited surgery was finally completed successfully. At the time of 
going to press, Anup has already spent about a week in post-
operative care as he goes through multiple procedures post 
transplantation. Although he is clinically stable, experiencing 
multiple ups & downs which keeps Sudipta and the volunteer team 
on their toes at times. However, the post transplantation treatment 
is a long-term process. So, we still have a long way to go and we need 
to continue our prayers for Anup and extend all possible help & 
support to him. We eagerly look forward to the day when he can be 
discharged from hospital after a hundred-day journey of grit and 
courage from his side, and unimaginable kindness from the 
thousands of alumni who chipped in with their contributions to give 
Anup a second life. For all of us, Anup is a blessed soul and he has 
indeed lived up to his name and has proved himself to be a fighter 
without compare, and we pray that he can resume his normal life as 
soon as possible. 
 
Let the story of Anup stay as a shining example of the indomitable 
BEing spirit and act as an inspiration for many more in the future. 
 

“… and then despair sinks, optimism thrives, and 
hope soars…” 

 


